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Abstract 

Numerical modeling of wave-ship interaction in shallow water over variable depth 

requires an accurate de ·cription of diffraction. refraction reflection , and nonlinear 

wave-wave interaction. A computer program has been developed to solve time de

pendent Boussinesq-type hyperbolic long wave equations. The velocity at an arbi

trary depth is expanded into an infinite series for the formulation of the extend d 

Boussinesq equations. The numerical stability and dispersion characteristics are im

proved for increasing water depths. The part ial different ial equations are solved by 

using a fifth-order Adams-Bashforth- 1oulton time marching multi tep finite differ

ence method . The results are compared with a second-order Crank Nicolson fini te 

diifen~ll<'<' m<'t hocl a ud a Gakrkiu fiuit<' <' l<'lll<' Ut m<'thod from previonsly puhlislwc l 

results. Results for linear and nonlinear waves are also compared with analytical and 

experimental data. The progra m will be integrated with a time-domain seal<:eeping 

program to simulate wave-ship interaction in coastal waves. The current research 

contributes higher order time and space discretizations, and generalizes the numerical 

algorit hm for methods of any order given the coefficients for fini te difference equa

tions. The research allows for higher-order Boussinesq equations while minimizing 

the numerical error from the time and space differential approximations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Coastal Wave Propagation 

Significant progress has been made in the prediction of the propagation of waves in 

coastal regions. In deep water, wave motion is not influenced by water depth. Linear 

wave theories are well understood for :;mall amplitude waves in deep water. Accu

rately predicting th waveform in the near ·hore region is still a challenge in coastal 

engineering. \"'ave shoaling has been well researched in the past few decades and nu

merous re earchers have taken differC'nt approaches in balancing increasing orders of 

nonlinearity with dispersive terms. The modelling of wave propagation from deep to 

shallow water is still a challenge, since most dispersive nonlinear long wave equations 

oHly have solntious ill shallow water and the dispersio11 relati011 is 110t well satisfied 

in deep water. \Nave evolut ion through the propagation over variable bathymetry is 

a complex process involving refraction due to the bottom boundary, diffraction from 

structures, and nonlinear wave-wave interaction from multidirectional waves. Vvave 

shoaling requires high nonlinearity and dispersion for the accurate prediction of long 

waves. The standard Boussinesq model includes low order effect ' of frequency disper-

1 
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sion and nonlinearity. The equations are widely used for coastal wave propagation to 

simulate the shoaling action of the wave up to the point where wave breaking occurs 

and vorticity is induced. 

1.2 Non-dimensionalized Variables 

The frequency dispersion Jl. is the wave number non-dimensionalized by the water 

depth. which represents the dispersive effects of the wave model. The value indicat es 

the range of stability from shallow to deep water for a particular set of Boussinesq 

equations. The non-dimensionalized wave amplitude, 6, represents the order of non-

linearity for the wave model. 

~l = kh 
2n 

k =-
A 

w 
c=-

k 

where a is the wave amplitude, k is the wave number, A is the wave length, h is the 

water depth c is the phase velocity, and w is the angular frequency of the wave. 

These non-dimensional variables are used to describe the frequency and amplitude 

dispersion of the long wave equations. Higher orders of nonlinearity are balanced 

through increasing orders of dispersion so these values significantly reflect the accu-

racy of each particular set of equations. 

1.3 Stokes Waves 

Stokes ( 184 7) developed wave theory for wave lengths smaller than twice the water 

depth. which assumes short waves in deep water. 
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J-L=-~1 

A 

3 

The wave number is a function of wave length and is independent of the water depth for 

short waves. The flow propertie. decrease exponentially towards the bottom bound-

ary. Short waves have a circular water particle motion which is due to the phase shift 

between identical horizontal and vertical flow velocities. These wave exist in deep 

watc~r or iu tlw form of wiud g;eueratccl capillary waves wbich arc uot iufiucnrcd by 

the bottom boundary. 

h 1 1 
->- rv-
A 8 10 

1.3.1 Long Waves 

Loug waves have wavC' leugths significantly lougcr thau the wat<'r depth. Stokes wave 

theory is not applicable for waves in shallow water. Shallow water is when the vertical 

water depth is small relative to the horizontal wave length. If A < 2h, then the water 

depth is consider deep relative to the wave length. If A > 10h, then the water depth 

is shallow relative to the wave length. Otherwise, when 1/ 10 < h / A < 1/ 2, the water 

depth is consider to be of moderate depth. It is the intent of the research to make 

J-t (the correlation between the wave length and the water depth) arbitrary, so that 

t he wave model is stable in all water depths. which adds significant complexity to the 

physical equations. 

The deep water limit is dependent on the length of the waves and water depth. It 

assumes that the depth is great er than half of the wave length. In shallow water, the 
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bottom boundary influences the propagation of the waves, and the phase velocity is 

dependent on the local water depth. Horizontal velocity is uniform over the water 

depth, but the vertical velocity decrea.c;es linearly. A long wave bas a higher magnitude 

of horizontal velocity relative to the vertical velocity. 

1.3.2 Small Amplitude Waves 

Linear wave theory accurately describes wave propagation for small amplitude waves. 

Fluid velocity is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the wave. 

d « O(p?) 

The small amplitude wave assumption significantly reduces the complexity of the wave 

equations. 

1.3.3 Large Amplitude Waves 

For large amplitude waves, linear wave theory is no longer accurate at predicting wave 

propagation. Higher order terms are increasingly significant for larger amplitudes. 

Large amplitude waves require nonlinear wave theory to describe the wave motion. 

Large amplitude waves are generated through storm swells or from significant shoaling. 

1.3.4 Moderate Amplitude Waves 

For waves of moderate amplitude the nonlinear terms are of the same magnit ude as 

the linear terms, so all linear , nonlinear , and dispersive terms are needed, as both 
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nonlinearity and dispersion arc required to accurately model the propagation of long 

waves of moderate amplitude. 

Nonlinear terms are proportional to the wave amplitude and must be retained. Long 

waves are no longer predicted through the use of the nonlinear shallow water equations. 

13oussincsq W <l\"e t lwory is rcquin~<l to accuraL0.ly mo<l<'l the <'qua t.ions. As defined by 

Stoker (1947) and Svendsen and Veeramony (1996) 

1.4 Types of Waves 

A wave is the propagation of a displacement of energy through a volume of fluid. 

Surface waves exist at the interface between the atmosphere and the fluid region. The 

restoring forces of gravity and surface pres ·ure exist in an equilibrium for still water. 

The atmospheric pressure is assumed to be hydrost atic. Internal waves propagate 

submerged within a fluid instead of on the surface. External forces generate the 

initial wave forms, such as wind, currents, and other seismic sources. In deep water, 

surface waves have particles that move in a circular motion. The orbital motion of 

the particles decrease for lower depth,'> below the surface, which is why the shear 

stress at the bottom bolmdary does not influence waves in deep water. For shallow 

water , the orbital motions of the part icles become ellipt ical due to the rigid ocean 

fioor. Transverse waves have par ticl s that move in a direction perpendicular to the 

direction of the wave. Longitudinal waves have par ticles that move parallel to the 

direction of the wave, such as sound waves. 
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1.4.1 Gravity Waves 

If water is displaced then due to the isotropic nature of a ewtonian fluid and under 

the force of gravity, it will return to its state of equilibrium. Pressure and gravity are 

restoring force which act upon a fluid to create the hydrostatic equilibrium. Gravity 

keeps the fluid volume from diffusing due to the dynamic pressure, which inversely 

keeps gravity from compressing the fluid volume. Surface waves propagate on the 

interface between water and the atmosphere. The nonlinear wave interaction of long 

periodic waves generate low frequency propagating waves. Infragravity waves are low 

frequency waves with long periods. These waves are generated through the nonlinear 

wave interaction from ocean swells. Ocean swells build up nergy over time through 

the continual r petitive environmental force from storm winds. Non-harmonic waves 

are generated through transient forces. A tsunamis is sometimes inappropriately 

referred to as a tidal wave. Tsunamis are generated by intense seismic events or land 

slides. A tidal bore is generated through a large continuous displacement of water 

funnelled into still water, such as when the tide rolls into the bay of Fundy. Hydraulic 

jumps occur when waves of high velo ity enter water travelling at a slower velocity, 

such as the waves generated in rivers. 

1.4.2 Other Types of Waves 

V\ ind blov.ring ou a fluid surface generates waYes through the forces acting on the fluid. 

Surface tensio11 controls the dynamics of capillary waves which have a wave length 

of less than a couple centimetres. Capillary waves differ from gTavity waves. They 

travel faster for shorter wave lengths, while gravity waves increase in speed for longer 

waves. Capillary waves are still aflerted by gTavity. Sound, hght, electromagnetic and 

seismic waves al o have some of the same properties as waves acting in a fluid medium. 
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Sound waves generate a change in pressure and travel in the form of a wave. Seismic 

wa ·es occur from an extreme external force and propagate due to the elasticity of 

particular solids. Photons have ellipticaJ paths and are thought to travel in the form 

of a wave. but they also exhibit particle theory for which light instead emits in all 

directions. Other forms of waves have similar properties to gravity water waves and 

their differential equations can be solved u ing similar numeri al methods. 

1.5 Wave Effects 

The transformation of shallow water waves are affected by refraction diffraction, and 

r<'fi<'ctiou. Slloaliug is I he combiuatioll of fr<'(jlH'lKY ctnd H.lllplitnd<' dispersion, which 

influence · the wave height and phase velocit~·. The study investigates the conservation 

of mass and momentum for an inYiscid and incompressible fluid using depth integrated 

wave equations. The equations of motion for fluid flow are modified to include the 

effects of varying depths. The nonlinear transformation of long waves in shallow water 

was investigated by many different researcher . The original Bou inc q equations for 

shallow water waves accotmt for the low order effects of frequency dispersion, but 

are only applicable for relatively shallow water depths. The equations produce a 

dispersion relation from their linear solution which is not valid in deep water. The 

equations have been extended to usc the velocity variable at an arbitrary distance 

from the free surface elevation. which improves the linear dispersion properties and 

allows for the th ory to be applied for a wider range of depths while retaining the 

nonlinear effects of amplitude dispersion. 
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1.5.1 Shoaling 

The transformation from the propagation of long waves is studied for varying bathymetry. 

As a wave propagates towards a slope with normal incidence from a uniform depth, 

the wave speed ·lows down due to the reduction of the water depth, since waves travel 

slower in shallower depths. As the water depth decreases, the wave height increases 

due to the phy ical effects of shoaling and both the wave celerity and wave length 

decrease in the shallower water depths . Shoaling requires high order nonlinearity and 

dispersion for accurate prediction. Refl ection significantly affects the shoaling process, 

and dispersive waves are generated from the tail of the wave. The conservation of flux 

produces an increase in wave height. onhnearity, bottom friction, and wave breaking 

limit the growth of the wave. Dissipation from vorticity and viscous damping decrease 

the effects of shoaling. \Nave energy is lost due to dissipation from turbulence after a 

wave breaks. 

1.5.2 R e fraction 

As a wave propagates toward the shore from an oblique direction, or if the angle of 

inclination is not incident to the direction of the wave, the water wave changes its 

direction due to refraction. The water depth affects the speed of the wave. A wave 

will travel slower in shallower depths, and the fluid particles traYelling faster in the 

deeper water will refract towards the shore. WaYes of different frequencies will refract 

to different phase velocities. so disper ion of the waves is formed. Regardless of the 

incident angle of the wave h·om the shoreline, a wave always curves toward the normal 

incident direction from the shore. 
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1.5.3 Diffraction 

Due to diffraction, a wave bends around an obstructing structure or object as it prop

agates past. Some of the wave energy refiects behind the object, and the fiuid particles 

travel in all directions past the obstruction. Flow separ ation can be significant ly be

hind the object and a shadowed region may e\·olve. \Vave diffraction reduces the wave 

amplit ude from the diffusion of energy. Diffraction occurs when the obstruction is of 

tlH~ same magnit ndc as the wave l<'ngt h. Wave diffraction eit her ca ns<'s a wave to lwwl 

around a structure or spread out from an opening. Secondary wavelets are generated 

from a point som ce on the wavefront. 

1.5.4 Viscous Damping 

Wave amplitude is cont inuously reduced during propagation. Bottom friction, surface 

tension, viscosit y, awl wave breaking significant ly increase wa,vc damping. A b oundary 

layer is formed on the floor of the ocean due to the propagation of t he wave and 

the surface friction. The surface of t he wave is affected by the shear str ess from 

the wind. The damping is determined by t he shear stress from both the surface 

and bottom boundaries. The bottom roughness, wind speed , and wave amplitude 

determine the rate of strain , which generates the turbulent energy within the boundary 

layers. Turbulence increases the effect of sheaJ· stress. Energy dissipation occurs in the 

bottom boundary layer dependent on the friction coefficient and Reynolds number, 

while the surface tension is also affected by the Froude number of the wave and the 

wind speed. Porous beds also infiuence the wave damping. Viscosity is neglected in 

this research. 
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1.5.5 Breaking 

In t he surf zone, wave energy eit her completely dissipates or refl ects back to the open 

sea. The steepness of the wave is unaflectcd by dissipation until it reaches the break

ing point . Once a wave shoals past the vertical tangent of the wave front, the breaking 

process is set in motion. 1.1ost of the wave energy is reflected back into t he domain, 

but some energy is lost in the breaking process. Excessive wave energy generates 

turbulence when a wave height grows beyond a maximum height as the wave system 

becomes unstable. Violent turbulence generates continuous air entrainment within 

t he region of vort icity. The wave energy dissipates and retm ns to a laminar flow and 

is reflect ed back into t he domain. A low gradient slope with a steep wave will form a 

spilling or collapsing breaker. A plunging breaker is fo rmed as the wave steepness is 

reduced , or the slope increases. A plunging jet will generate strong air ent rainment 

after impacting the fluid below generating mixing layers. As slope increases furt her 

a surging breaker is formed as the wave collapses. The surging wave is nearly com

pletely refl ected when the slope is steep. An underwater bore may form if the breaking 

process is long. T he breaking process is dominated by the vorticity generated inside 

a roller region carried along with the wave. The roller thickness defines the mixing 

length, and the vort icity is generated at the toe of the roller. The vort icty is zero at 

the free surface and bottom boundaries, but is significant in the roller region . The 

bouudary loc;tt ion of a shoreliw~ changes coutiunonsly wit h tll<' ftow of water waves. 

Bottom friction is significant in the swash zone due to the shallow water dep th . The 

bottom friction and gravitational force causes a minimal amount of water to remain 

stationary. Once the wave energy is completely dissipated from the shear stress or is 

reflected frmn t he bcnmdary, the wave nms back dow11 the shore. If the wave over 

tops t he boundary, then inundation occurs and the water floods the region on the 

opposite side of the boundary. 
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vVave effect acting on the fluid combine to create a transformation of t he initial 

wave form as it approaches the nearshore region. The mass transport due to inertia 

inchicc·s wave propagation. Varyiug water depth causes r<'fractioll alld difi'ract iou 

which influences wave shoaling. \1\'ave breaking occurs from over reaching waves for 

which the wavefront becomes a point of inflection. Vorticity controls the turbulent 

motion of the fluid which is carried with the front of the wave. Runup is the final 

phase of tht> proce:-;s bP-fore being rt>ftectf'd back into thf' <iomain. mlless the region 

becomes inundated. The transformation of a water wave as it approaches a sloping 

beach is a complex process of fluid motion. The wave evolut ion is broken down into 

different st ages to simplify the owrall proce s. Wa"e shoaling from variable depth is 

of particular interest because of its nonlinearity and dispersive effects. 
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Figure 1.1 : Overview of the physical transformation of a wave over varying bahtymetry 

1.6 Literature R eview 

Euler (1757) formulated nonlinear hyperbolic equations which de. cribe the flow of an 

ideal fluid. The equations are derived from the conservation of rna sand momentum of 

the fluid . Euler derived a set of coupled partial differential equations that describe the 

motion of an iuYiscid aud incompressible fluid . The Euler equation · are composed of 

the continuity and momentum equations. The momentum equations are three partial 

differential equations for each velocity component. 
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1. 6.1 Wave Theories 

Trochoidal deep water wave theory was first developed by Gerstner (1809). He de

scribed wave propagation through the cllipLical motion of fluid parLicles. GersLner 

waves are rotational. Deep and shallow water waves are well understood and were 

thoroughly re. earched by Airy (1 41). iry (1841) developed diffC'rential and ana

lytical equations for linear small amplitude wave theory using surface and bottom 

boundary cow lit ions. He linca.rizcd t h<' propagation of snrfac<' wa1 <~r waves to first 

order and derived analytical solutions. Airy (1841) described the propagation of water 

waves for intermediate and shallow depths. Stokes (1847) developed a higher order 

approach. He used a Taylor series expansion through the perturbation of the velocity 

variable into a power series. He described the propagation of large amplitude short 

\Yaves with nonhnearity and dispersion. Stokes (1847) described the nonlinear propa

gation of waves. The Stokes higher order wave equations are valid for relatively short 

waves with large amplitudes. St. Vennant integrated the continuity equation over the 

water depth to form the nonlinear shallow water equations. St. Vennant modelled 

nonlinear waves of varying form for shallow water to extend the research done by Airy 

(1841). The nonlinear shallow water equations describe amplitude dispersion but ne

glect frequency dispersion. It is valid for very long waves or very shallow water depths. 

Boussinesq (1871) derived multi-directional nonlinear equations for long waves propa

gating over a con tant depth. The equations give good approximations for waves with 

moderate amplitudes (Boussinesq (1 72)). The equations include weak nonlinearity 

and low order frequency dispersion. The dispersion relation is derived using a Pade ap

proximant instead of a Taylor series expansion. The equations are valid for long waves. 

The multi-directional equations accurately predict outgoing reflected and dispersive 

waves. The Boussinesq equations give a better approximation for larger amplitude 
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waves in deeper water than the nonlinear shallow water equations. The equations 

include weak nonlinearity and second order frequency dispersion. The velocity is ex

panded using a Taylor series. Solitary waves are the characteristic nonlinear solutions 

for the Boussinesq Equations. Korteweg and Vries (1895) extended the research done 

by Boussinesq and developed Cnoidal wave theory. The Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) 

equation is a unidirectional nonlinear and dispersive equation whose solution can be 

exactly specified by a Cnoidal waveform. Russell (1844) first observed a solitary wave 

and presented experimental results in his "Report on ·waves" . Rayleigh (1876) devel

oped analytical equations describing solitary waves, which can be used as solutions to 

the Boussinesq equations. Korteweg and Vries (1895) developed equations for waves 

travelling in one direction and derived the exact analytical cnoidal wave solutions to 

the equations. Since then many alternate forms of the equations and accompanying 

solutions have been derived. Equations for shallow water waves over variable depth 

were developed by Lewy (1946), Stoker (1947), and Friedrichs (1948). 

Table 1.1: List of Wave Theory 

Equation Frequency Dispersion Amplitude Dispersion 

Airy first order first order 

Euler first order second order 

Stokes first order second order 

St. Vennant first order second order 

Kortweg-DeVries second order second order 

Boussinesq second order second order 

Reynolds first order second order 

avier-Stokes first order second order 
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Figure 1.2: Overview of different wave theories 

1.6.2 U rsell Number 

Stokes ( 1 '4 7) showed the sig:uificauce of a para.mcter which rqJr<'S<'lll s the ratio of mm-

linearity to dispersion. Ursell {1953) also showed a correlation between the frequency 

dispersion and nonlinearity which determines which wave theory will be applicable. 

The contribution of both effects determine which model is valid for the selected wave 

parameters. Ursell (1953) proved the importance of the ratio for the determination 

of a particular wave theory that is stable for specified wave parameters. 
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(1.1) 

If all nonlinear terms are relatively small compared to the linear terms, then linear 

wave theory is applicable for small amplitude waves. 

<5 
2 « 0(1) 
/l 

If the wave heights are of the same magnitude as the water depth and the nonlinear 

terms are of the same order of magnitude as the linear terms, then the nonlinear SWE 

are used for large amplitude waves. 

<5 
2 » 0(1) 
l l 

If both dispersion and nonlinearity are of the same order, then the Boussinesq wave 

modd is valid for 1oug waves of uwdera.l.<· amplitude. Mc-llly different cxteusious to the 

Boussinesq theory exist, and some resear hers took different approaches than others. 

1.6.3 Boussinesq Models 

62 = 0(1) 
I.L 

Specific modification and shoaling enhancements are of particular interest due to 

their improvement of accuracy for the prediction of nonlinearity and dispersion for 

surface waves travelling from deep to shallow water. Mei and Mehaute (1966) and 

Mei (1989) derived Boussinesq equations for one horizontal direction using the bottom 

velocity for the propagation of long waves over variable depth with the assumption 
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that the depth was small compared to the wave length. ~lei derived equations for 

when the cubic depth is of the same order of magnitude as the amplitude. Peregrine 

(1967) derived Bonssinesq equations for variable depth for multiple horizontal direc

tions using depth averaged velocity. The equations provide a better description of 

the waYe steepening from t he effect of shoaling. but their major limitation was that 

t hey are only applicable to relatively shallow water depth. Efforts have been made 

to extend the Boussinesq equations to deeper water. Witting (1984) used exact prog

nostic Pquations and a high order Pxpansion to compare difff~n~nt. velocit-y variables in 

the governing equations. He used a Pade approximant to solve the dispersion relation 

using a power series instead of a Taylor series, which provides better comparisons with 

the explicit linear result. The dispersiou relation is approximate. and the equations 

are fully nonlinear, but the equations are only derived for constant depth. He used 

surface velocity as the dependent variable. Grilli and J. Skourup ( 1989) developed a 

boundary lement method for highly nonlinear waves using potential velocity. Mad

sen. 1urray, and Sorensen (1991) improved the dispersive properties of the Boussinesq 

equations for constant and variable depth. They included a shoaling operator to ac

curately predict. t.hc dispersive effects aud derived equa,tions iu tenus of t he depth 

integrated velocity. \ i\ itting (1984) used a Pade approximant to solve the dispersion 

relation using a power series instead of a Taylor series, which provide::> better compar

isons with the explicit linear result. The dispersion relation is approximate and the 

equations are fully nonlinear. but the equations are only derived for constant depth. 

He used surface velocity as the dependent variable. 

Nwogu (1993) derived Boussinesq equation::> for an arbitrary depth to derive an ap

proximation to the explicit linear dispersion relation. wogu explored deriving differ

ent dispersion relations by deriving Boussinesq equations in Lerms of different velociLy 
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variables. He compared the phase error of the approximate dispersion relations with 

the explicit linear relation, and determined the optimal depth below the surface at 

which to take the velocity for the derivation of the equations. wogu derived equa

tions for which he could specify an arbitrary depth and showed the equations were 

convergent for deeper water depths for the pecific depth below the surface. Chen and 

Liu (1995) derived BE for an arbitrary depth in terms of velocity potential. vVei and 

Kirby (1995) derived fully nonlinear BE for a velocity at an arbitrary depth. They 

used a fourth-order Adams-Bashforth-MouJton predictor corrector method to reduce 

the truncation error lower than the order of the dispersive terms. They compared 

their results to that of the fully nonlinear potential flow model derived by Grilli and 

J. Skourup (19 9). Schaffer and l\Iadsen (1995) extended their research to fourth order 

accuracy for the dispersion relation nsing velocity at an arbitrary depth. Frequency 

domain equations were developed by Kaihatu and Kirby (1998) using a parabolic 

approximation of the Boussine::;q equation::;. Gobbi and Kirby (1998) derived BE in 

terms of the fourth order Pade approximation of the dispersion relation by retaining 

higher order di persive terms. Gobbi defined a new variable in terms of multiple ve

locities at arbitrary depths. Research done by Kennedy , Kirby , Chen, and Darymplc 

(2001) improved the equations for runup in the swash zone. Agnon, Madsen, and 

Schaffer (1999) improved the nonlinearity of the BE by achieving accuracy in the 

nonlinear term relative to the linear terms. Kennedy and Gobbi (2002) simplified 

the high order dispersion equations, while Niadsen, Fuhrman. and \ ang (2006) im

proved the velocity profile by retaining th vertical velocity in the equations. Lynett 

aud Liu (2004) used piecewise integration of multiple velocity profiles. The two layer 

approach significantly increases the accnrFtcy of the Boussinesq model for increasing 

values of ft. Bingham and Agnon (2005) developed a Fourier method for the Boussi

nesq model. Mad::;en. Fuhrman, and vVang (2006) extended th equations for rapidly 
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varying bathymetry. Bingham, Madsen, and Fuhrman (2009) corrected the vertical 

velocity distribution to be consistent with the kinematic boundary conditions. The 

equations were optimized by modifying the free parameters and improving the wave 

charaet<'ristic.·, which siguificc-1llt ly increases the accuracy of the model for ill(:reasing 

depths and higher frequency dispersion. Shi, Dalrymple Kirby, Chen, and Kennedy 

(2001) derived Boussinesq equations in curvilinear coordinates. The generalized co

ordinates allow for irregulaJ·ly shaped shorelines and more efficient computation for 

near shore regions. Lin (2008) developed a staggered grid FD method to calculate 

the velocity at an offset location from the free surface to improve the accuracy of 

the model. Sorensen and Schaffer (2002) developed a numerical method for an un

structured grid using a finite element method (FE~I). \Valkley (1999b) separately 

implemented a Galerkin FEM for the extended BM. 
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Table 1.2: List of Boussinesq Models 

Thoery Velocity Variable Method Nonlinear Dispersion 

Boussinesq bottom None weakly second order 

1Iei bottom None weakly second order 

Perregrine depth averaged FD weakly second order 

wogu arbitrary depth FD weakly second order 

Liu potential parabolic weakly second order 

Grilli arbitrary depth BEM highly second order 

Madsen depth integrated FD highly second order 

Kirby arbitrary FD highly second order 

Gobbi arbitrary FD highly fomth order 

Agnon arbitrary FD highly fourth order 

Kennedy arbitrary FD highly fourth order 

Lynett multiple depths FD highly second order 

\iValkley arbitrary FEM weakly second order 
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the flow of research in Bous inesq theory 
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1.6.4 Overview 

A weakly nonlinear Boussinesq model is used for nonlinear long wave propagation 

over variable depth. The dependent velocity variable coupled with the free surface is 

derived for an arbitrary depth to extend the model to water of intermediate depth 

using Taylor series expansion and retaining higher order terms. Only second order 

terms are kept. and other higher order terms are neglected. The appropriate linear 

dispersion relation is derived using the velocity at the optimum water depth which 

is selected through comparison with the explicit dispersion relation for intermediate 

depth. A numerical program was developed for time dependent Boussinesq hyperbolic 

long wave equations. The governing equations are based on implified N aYier-Stokes 

equations using depth integration with Euler theory rather than potential theory to 

allow for the further inclusion of vorticity. No assumption of irrotationality is made. 

The incorporation of Reynolds equations was investigated for future work in wave 

breaking. Long wave equations for constant and variable depth are compared using 

dependent velocity variables at the bottom and surface boundaries, and also using the 

depth averaged velocity. The phase error in comparing the approximate and exact 

dispersion relation for each of these derived equations define · the extent to which a 

solution exists for deeper water. The dispersive properties of the original and stan

dard Boussinesq equations are improved by using a velocity variable at an arbitrary 

depth which assllllH'S a nuifonu vertical velocity profile. The cqnat.ious prove to be 

stable in intermediate water depths as well as shallow water. 

The hyperbolic partial differential equations are discretized using a fifth order time 

domai11 finite diffcrcJJcc method. Tlw Ad~uns-I3a.sbforth-l\1o111tou (AD"\1) sdteHH' is 

used for eli cretizing the time derivatives. The numerical model wa first implemented 

by vVei and Kirby (1995) for the Boussinesq equations. The fifth order Adams time 
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marching multi tep finite difference method i used to solve the equations. Sixth 

order spatial difference schemes are u erl for first order derivatives, and fourth order 

schemes are used for the second order derivatives which have a lower magnitude of 

error. The Adams predictor-corrector method is a multi-step time marching scheme. 

Results for linear and nonlinear shallow water waves, as well as solitary wave condi

tions. are compared to show the full range of solutions for the Boussinesq equations in 

regards to the wave parameter defined by Stokes and Ursell for long waves within the 

shallow water limit. The equations arc valid for intermediate water depth as a result 

from using the extended Boussiensq model for arbitrary depth ( wogu 1993). Am

plitude and frequency dispersion are accurately modelled. ~umerical filtering is used 

to remove short waves generated in ide the fluid domain. Solitary wave solutions are 

studied as they arc well represented by the equations and are used as the analytical 

solutions to the Boussinesq equations. The model is derived to be further extended 

into full nonlinear high order dispersion, and wave breaking due to vorticity. Time 

domain Boussinesq equations are derived to model nonlinear long waves in shallow 

water. The . ele tion of the optimal velocity variable significantly improves the accu

racy of the model in intermediate to deeper waters. Numerical nonlinear waves are 

compared with experimental data. The solution is found through the construction of 

a tridiagonal matrix of equations. 

1. 7 Content of Thesis 

In the following chapter, the mathematical formulation is given to d rive the equations 

for long waV('S over variable d('pLll for diff(~rcnt velocity varial>l<'s. Dcrivatio11s for 

constant and variable depth are given for each set of equations. A full overview of the 

derivation of th Boussinesq equations is d scribed. Analytical deep and shallow water 
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equations are given as well as for solitary waves. In Chapter Thr e, the numerical 

method u eel in the research is defined. ine point numerical filtering is described. 

The algorithm for the numerical method is fully described in detail. The full details 

for the methods and solvers are given to allow for further research into the topic. 

In Chapter Four. the numerical results arc validated with analytical and previously 

published results. SoUtary wave propagation over variable depth was modelled. as well 

as the periodic propagation over a breakwater. Both situations generate a train of 

smaller dispersiw~ waves. Wave Reflection is validated for a solitR.ry wave propagating 

up a slope and reflecting agajnst a vertical wall. In Chapter Five, the numerical 

program is described. Other existing dispersive long wave soft\\ are is discussed and 

contrasted with the implemented computer program. Performance analysis is done 

for the computational algorithm. The convergence tolerance is discunsed in regards to 

the order of accuracy and level of precision. Future work and couclusions are given in 

Chapter Six. Remarks are made about the resnlts of the current method and model , 

as well recommendations a1·e given for further enhancements. Several enhancements 

to the cunent model are discussed in the future work section. 



Chapter 2 

Mathematical Formulation 

Fluid flow is a ime dependent phy i al process which is represented mathematically 

in the form of differential equations dependent on velocity, accelerRtion, and dynamic 

pressure of a fluid volume. Surface waves are generated by external environmental 

forces. The surface profile generated by external forces may be represented analyti

cally or empirically and used as the iui tial conditions for the differential equatious for 

specific boundary value problems. 

2.1 Coordinate System 

An Eularian frame of reference is m;ed in a Cartesian coordinate system and using 

Einstein and Leibniz notation. A right handed coordinate system is used with the 

z value being the vertical component, while x and y are the horizontal components. 

The calm water level is at z = 0. and the waves travel in the positive x-direction. 

25 
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2.1.1 Physical Domain 

To nwnerically simulate the propagation of the water wave over variable depth, the 

fluid domain is constructed with a free surface, bottom boundary, and lateral bound-

aries. The varying water depth has a uniform slope. The velocity profile varies with 

respect to the water depth. 

z 

Open 
Boundaq 

Free Surface 

ho 

Bottom Boundary 

Figure 2.1: Diagram of the fluid domain and boundaries 

X 

The domain is enclosed by open or reflective boundaries on both sides of t he region 

of t he fluid. The bottom is enclosed by a rigid impermeable boundary, and the top 

is a fre(> surface. T he init.ial wave amplitude is specified at the incoming boundary 

and the water dept h varies as it approaches the shore. The variables a0 represents 

the incident wave height and h0 represents the initial water depth. 

2.2 Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations 

T he Boussinesq model is a system of hyperbolic partial differential equations. Free 

surface and velocity equations represent the physical propagation and shoaling of a 

nonlinear and dispersive wave. The model includes the dynamic effects of refraction , 

diffraction , reflection and wave-wave interaction. The Boussinesq equation involves 
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the velocity xpansion of the Euler equations to higher orders. The Euler equations 

are partial differential momentum equations which represent. the fluid fiow. The Euler 

equations are four partial differential equations including the continuity and momen

tum equations. The wave equation is based on the depth integration of the continuity 

equation. and the substitution of the hydrostatic pressure into th momentum equa

tion. The waYe equation is the simplest form of a hyperbolic partial differential 

equation. The fluid Yclocity is coupled with the free surface elevation. The derivation 

of the v.ave equation is based on ewton's second law of motion. 

2.3 Fluid Assumptions 

An ideal ~ewtonian finid is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible. A Cartesian 

coordinate system (x, y, z) is adopted with z pointing upwards from the still water 

surface, and (u, v, w) are the velocity components, respectively. The bottom boundary 

is assumed to be rigid and impermeable. The dynamic and kinematic boundary 

conditions an' satisfi<'<l at the fre<! surface. WaYcs arc generated SJ><'cifYiug au inflow 

velocity and surface elevation at the incoming boundary. Leibniz notation is used for 

the formulation of the equations. The atmospheric pressure is zero at the free surface. 

The normal pressure is assumed to be hyrlrostatic. 

z 

y 

X 

Figure 2.3: Three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system 
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the difFerential equation 
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2.4 Dependent Variables 

The free surface elevation 'TJ and the horizontal velocity u are interdependent unknown 

variables. The horizontal velocity may be depth averaged or integrated, or taken at 

the surface, bottom, or at an arbitrary depth. zo. . The velocity taken at an optimal 

depth improves the linear dispersion of the equations for increasing values of kh. 

2.5 Shallow Water Equations 

For horizontal long wave propagation, the problem can be reduced from three to 

two dimensions by integrating over the water depth with the assumption that vertical 

velocity varies linearly over the depth. Th three dimensional equations of motion and 

the continuity equation are the governing equations for the shallow water equations. 

Du Px Px 
- +- = Ut + u · Vu +- = 0 
Dt p p 

fJu Otl au au 1 op 
- +u- +v- +w- + -- = 0 
at ox oy f)z pox 

ov ov au av 1 op 
- +u- +v- +w- + - - = 0 
ot ox fJy az poy 

ow aw aw aw 1 fJp 
- +u- +v-+w-+ --+g = 0 
at ox fJy oz pfJz 

au av ow 
Vu = -+-+-= 0 

ax fJy oz for- - h :S z :S TJ 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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2.5.1 Boundary Conditions 

The kinematic bottom boundary condition is due to a rigid impermeable boundary 

at the bottom of the Jiuid domain. A no flux condition is used , which implies Lhat 

the volume flux normal to the rigid boundary is zero. 

joT z = - h (2.3) 

A free slip condition is assumed for which there are no restrictions on the tangential 

velocity of the fluid, where the flow at the bottom is tangent to the rigid boundary. 

joT z = - h 

The kinematic free smface condition implies that the variation of vertical displacement 

for a fluid particle at the free smface is equivalent to the vertical velocity. 

''lt + U7Jx + V 7]y = W joT z = ''7 (2.4) 

The dynamic pressure at the free surface is assumed to be equal to the atmospheric 

pressure, which is zero at the surface. The normal pressure is assumed to be hydro-

static for the nonlinear shallow water equations. 

P = pg( T} - Z ) + Pa wheTe Pa = 0 for z = TJ 

2.5.2 D epth Integration 

The continuity equation is integrated vertically over the instantaneous water depth . 

l .., 1.., 8u· 
\7 · udz = oxt dz + wl'!_h = 0 

. - h - h t 

joT i = 1, 2 (2.5) 
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1
1'/ aui 

ar dz + w(x, ry, t)- w(x, -h, t) = 0 
- h xt 

From the kinematic free surface and bottom boundary conditions, the vertical velocity 

is substituted into the depth integrated continuity equation. 

(2.6) 

Using the Leibniz integral rule with the continuity equation alternate formulations 

are derived. 

a 1 1'/ 017 ah 1 1'/ au 
-a ·. udz = u,.,-a . + Ub-a . + -a. dz 

xt - h xt X 1 - h x 

The previous two equations combine to form the new free surface equation. 

a 1'' Dry -a udz + -a =0 
X - h t 

(2.7) 

Since ui are independent of the vertical displacement z, the depth integrated velocity 

may be simplified. 

j •TJ 11) 
uidz = ui dz = u(ry +h) 

- h - h 

The depth integrated velocity is substituted into the free surface equation, which 
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produces an expression for the kinematics of the free surface elevation for variable 

depth. 

orJ + o[(h + TJ)ujJ = 0 at axj (2.8) 

The pressure is expressed using the hydrostatic assumption, and the dynamic pressure 

is Pa = 0 at the free surface. 

p=pg('IJ- Z) 

ap 
oz = -pg 

The horizontal derivative of the pressure is independent of the vertical component, 

and substituted into the momentum equation. 

op aTJ 
-= pg
OX ax 

(2.9) 

The linear propa~ation of water W <WCS simplifies t he equations by r<'moviug the non-

linear terms. The linear equations are required to derive the linear dispersion relation, 

and are also useful for determining the stability of the numerical method. 

au+ g 017 = 0 
&t . ox 



Dr1 auh 
-+-= 0 at ax 

The time derivative of the linear momentum equation. 

The horizontal derivative of the linear free surface equation. 
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The decoupled velocity equation from the free surface variable results from substitut-

ing the horizontal derivative of the time derivative of the linear free surface into the 

time derivative of the linear momentum equation. 

The same process can be done to express the free surface variable independent of the 

horizontal velocity. The wave equation has characteriJstic solutions called the Riemann 

invariants. which are found through factoring the individual waves for eRch direction. 

If we a~sntu <' <L coust;mt depth, th<! phase V<'locity is silllplificd and the <'quatiou is 

easily factored. The two solutions represent waves travelling in alternate directions. 
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( _Q_ - c_!!_) ( _Q_ + c_!!_) u = 0 
8t ax at ax 

au au 
--c-=0 
at ax 

and au+cau=O 
at ax 

(2.10) 

The linear wave equation in three dimensions. 

For linear theory, c = -J9Fi, but for the nonlinear shallow water equations. the phase 

velocity is proportional to the square root of the total water depth. 

c = Jg('tJ +h) 

The free ·urface elevation made be replaced with the propagation speed. 

ac 
ax 

gQ!:z + g~h 
. 8:r ax 

2c 

ac (l];) 
at = 92r 

The equations may now be formulated with respect to the phase velocity. 

au au oc ah 
- + u - + 2c- - g - = 0 
at at ax ax 
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8c 8c 8u 
2- +2u- +c- = 0 

8t 8x 8x 

The characteristic shallow water equations for a uniform slope. 

[ 8 8] ( 8h) - + ( u - c)- u - 2c - g- = 0 
8t ox 8x 

2.5.3 Radiation 

A radiation boundary condition is used to absorb wave energy for an open boundary. 

The wave propagating through the computational domain needs to be completely ab-

sorbed without any reAection. An exact radiation boundary condition without wave 

reflection is defined. For waves Lravelling iu the opposite direction. the Riemann in-

variant is u ed. Sommerfeld (1949) defined the open boundary condition for outgoing 

waves. 

T}t + CTJ:r = 0 

T]t - CTJx = 0 

If the incident wave direction , fJ , is known a priori, then the absorbing boundary is 

modified for the appropriate angle of incidence. 
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TJt + C COS BTJx = 0 (2.11) 

For two dimensional boundaries, the wave dire tion is unknown. A parabolic approx-

imation for the absorbing boundary condition was propo -ed by Engquist and Majda 

(1977). 

c? 
T}u + CTJxt - 2T}yy = 0 (2.12) 

2.5.4 Reflection 

vVave reflection i generated from a vertical rigid botmdary, ·where the water volume 

fll.Lx across the vertical wall is zero. The no flux condition is u. cd to force the horizontal 

velocity normal to the surface of a vertical wall to be zero. After reflections occurs, 

the wave velocity reverses direction , and the wave propagates back into the domain. A 

free slip ronrl.ition for the flow along the boundary is required. wh re the flow velocity 

is tangential. The horizontal velocity component perpendicular to the boundary is 

zero. A free slip with no flux Cauchy boundary condition is used at the wall. 

u · n = 0 \lTJ· n = 0 

Each reflected wave has its ov.'11 phase speed. which are unknown, and cannot be well 

represented with a single value, so an approximation still generates waves back into 

the domain. The generating absorbing boundary condition allows for the generation of 

waves into the domain, but still absorbs reflected or dispersive waves. The incident and 

outgoing waves are combined at the boundary, where TJI is the incident wave elevation. 

The reflected w;wc is snhtract<'(l fro111 tbe iucidellt waN<' using ;ut approximate plmsc 
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speed for the reflected waws which is unknown a priori . 

( TJR )t - c( TJR) x = 0 

'IJ = I}J - 'I}R 

Tft - Clfx- 2(TJI)t = 0 (2.13) 

Wave reflection is generated be:1.ck into the domain from thr above boundary coudi-

tion, since the phill ·e peed is an approximation and the reflected wave directions arc 

unknown. A sponge layer should be used as given in appendix E to absorb all of the 

low frequency waves. 

2.6 Dispersion Relation 

The substitution of a linear wave solution into the linear Boussinesq equations leads 

to an approximate form of the dispersion relation. The dispersion relation relates the 

phase velocity to the wave number and water depth. The explicit linear dispersion 

relation is derived by substituting the linear solution into the free surface boundary 

condition. 

If = a cos e (2. 14) 

agk cosh k(z + h ) 
v, = -

1 
kl cos(kx- wt +c) 

w cos 1 ~ 1 
(2. 15) 

Tft + 1L'I}:r + v l}y = w for z = r} 
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w2 co ·h kh - gk sinh kh = 0 

w2 = gk tanh kh (2.16) 

This dispersion relation is only valid for linear wave theory. The nonlinear dispersion 

relation may be found similarly for using Stokes wave theor . 

2.6.1 Pade Approximation 

Witting (19 4) thought of using a Pade approximation instead of Taylor series ex-

pansion to derive the approximate velocity for dispersive wave theory. The Pade 

approximant is equivalent (to the same order of error) to the taylor series of the same 

function. 

gh 

tanh(kh) 
kh 

The Taylor series expansion of the dispersion relation defines the explicit linear dis-

persian relation. 

c2 1 2 
- = 1- -(khf + - (kh)"1 + O((kh)6

) 
gh 3 15 

(2.17) 

The Pade approximant of the explicit dispersion relation is used instead of the Taylor 

series expansion. 
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The first order Pade approximation of the exact linear dispcr ·ion relation is substi-

tuted for th Taylor series approximation. 

tanh(kh) = 1 _ ~(kh)2 + O(J.L4 ) 

kh 3 

tanh(kh) 

kh 

1 
b') =-- 3 

(2.18) 

Similarly, the second order Pade approximation of the dispersion relation may also 

be derived. 

tanh(kh) = 1 - ~(kh)2 + J:_(kh)4 + 0(JL6) 
kh 3 15 

tanh(kh) 1 + /. (kh) 2 O( 6 ) _ __:___:_ = il + J.L 
kh 1 + ~ (kh)2 

The Pade approximation for the linear dispersion relation takes the form: 
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1 + b(kh)2 

(2.19) 
gh 1 + u +b) (kh)2 

As kh -+ 0. the pade approximant is asymptotically equivalent to the exact linear 

dispersion relation. As the water depth increases, the dispersion relation diverges 

from the linear theory. The velocity taken at a reference water depth instead of the 

depth averaged velocity significantly improves thf' linear dispersive properties. 

(nwogu) redefined the linear disper ion relation using the second order pade approx-

imation. 

Where 0' is relative to the reference depth, Za· 

1 (.Z0 ) 2 Zo: 
()' = - - +-

2 h h 

In deep water. where kh > 3. the dispersion relation deviates from linear theory and 

is no longer convergent. The dispersion relation can be refined to match the linear 

theory by choosing an optimized value for n in deep water. wogu (1993) found that 

a value of o: = - 0.39 produces results closest to the linear theory. The standard 

Boussinesq equations represent a value of o = -~. which corresponds to the first 

order pade approximant, but is limited to shallow water where kh < 2. A value of 

o: = - 0.4 reduces the dispersion relation to the second order Pade approximation. 

The intent is to minimize the relative error between the exact solution and the Pade 

approximants for the linear dispersion relation. A forth order Pade approximation 

was derived by Gobbi and Kirby (1998). 
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(2.20) 

2. 7 Boussinesq Equations 

The Boussincsq equations introduce dispersion through velocity expansion into the 

nonlinear shallow water equation to stabilize increasing orders of nonlinearity for 

deeper water relative to the wave length. Peregrine (1969) derived multidimensional 

weakly nonlinear long wave equations over varying depth using depth averaged ve-

locity. The standard Boussinesq equations in terms of the depth averaged velocity 

have better convergence with the linear dispersion relation. The main drawback is 

they are only applicable to relatively shallo•v water. Nwogu (1993)developed extended 

Boussinesq equations for variable depth in terms of the velocity at an arbitrary wa-

ter depth. The disper ive effects arc significantly improved for deeper water. The 

extended Boussinesq equations for an arbitrary depth derived by wogu are used in 

this paper, where Z01 is the arbitrary wat r depth. wogu's model is accurate up to 

kh ~ 0.5, and convergent up to kh ~ 3.0. The Boussinesq equations are derived using 

a Taylor power series expansion of the chosen velocity variable. 

u = 2:)z + h)iu 
i = O 

Th<' V<'rtica.l variation of t he velocity is n·pn·sc·utcd by an infinitl' s<•riC's. which can lw 

truncated to specific order. 

u = uo + (z + h)u1 + (z + hfu2 + ... 
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The derivative of the velocity variables are deri ed with respect to x and z. 

The derivatives of th velocity expansions arc substituted into the continuity equation. 

L~)'lLix + (i + l)(i + 2)ui+2)(z + h)i = 0 
i=O 

The equation repre ents a polynomial which is zero for all values of z + h, which 

requires all term~ to be zero, which may be generalized in a recursive formula. 

Uix 
U · ------

t+2 - (i + l)(i + 2) 

The horizonLal velocity may now be expre:-sed in terms of the fir t two Yariables fTOm 

the bottom. 

(z +h)2 (z+ h)3 
4 u = uo + (z + h)ui -

2 
nox + 

6 
U1 x + O(p ) 

00 

u = L)i + l)(z + h)iui = 0 for z = - h 
i=O 
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Since all the terms are zero at the bottom u1 = 0. 

1 2 1 4 ( 6) 
'U = Uo - 2 (z + h) U:rx + 

24 
(z + h) Ux:r.cx + 0 J-L 

The solutio11 for the fluid Yelocity represented be an infini te scrie . 

The equation is substituted into kinematic free surface and bottom boundary condi-

tions. 

W = TJt + U'f):r joT Z = '/} 

u h:r + w = 0 for z = - h 

h3 
W = - huo:r- 6Uoxxx 

The solutions for the vertical velocity at the surface and bottom boundaries are used 

as before for the derivation of the depth integrated cont inuity equation. 

07] o[(h + 7J )u] 
at + ax (2.21) 

T he momentum equation is derived through substitution into the Euler equation using 

dynamic free surface condition. 



au 8u 8ry h2 ff3u 
-+u-+g-=---
8t 8x 8.c 2 8x28t 
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(2.22) 

Differentiation of the free surface equation in terms of the bottom velocity with re-

spect to time and differention of the momentum equation in terms of the bottom 

velocity with respect to x and multiplying by the water depth derives the following 

multidirectional equation in terms of the free surface velocity. 

2.7.1 Dispersion Relation 

The Taylor series approximation of the dispersion relation. 

r? tanh kh (kh)2 2 4 4 - = = 1 - -- + -k h 
gh kh 3 15 

(2.23) 

Substitution of the small amplitude wave solution into the free smface and momentum 

equation::;. 

T/ = aei(kw- wt) 

u = Uoei(kw- wt) 

(kh-)2 
wa- kh(1 - - ·

6
- )u0 = 0 

. ( kh )2 

- ka - w(l + -
2

- )uo = 0 



The previous equations form a system of linear equations: 

A= (w 
-k 

-kh(1 + (k~)2 ) 
w(1 + (k~)2 

The system of equations has a solution when the determinant is zero. 
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The disperion relation for the Boussinesq equation in terms of the horizontal velocity 

at the bottom boundary. 

c2 
_ 1 + ~(kh)2 

gh 1 + ~(kh)2 (2.24) 

The Boussinesq equations in terms of the bottom velocity has poor convergence with 

the linear dispersion relation. It is convergent up to O(kh) ::::::: 1.0. Iadsen, furray , 

and Sorensen (1991) determined a. generic solution of the disperion relation for the 

Boussinesq equation in terms of Witting's Pade approximation of the phase velocity. 

c2 1 + b(kh)2 
gh 1 + (A + b) (kh)2 

fJTJ + a[(h + 'fJ)U] = bh3 a3
u 

at ax ax3 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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For Boussinesq equations in terms of the velocity at the bottom boundary, b = i. 

2. 7.2 Variable Depth 

For variable depth the equations must include the variation of depth into the spatial 

derivatives. The fluid velocity expansion in terms of the bottom velocity is used to 

derive the equations for variable depth. The equations become significantly more 

complicated for variable depth for higher orders of nonlinearity and dispersion. The 

variation in depth is assumed to be of second order magnitude. Fourth order terms 

are neglected . The velocity expansion must include the depth derivatives. 

Boussinesq equations in three dimensions for variable depth using the bottom velocity 

as the dependent variable are derived by generalizing the method of derivation for 

constant depth. 

(2.28) 

h3 h2 
77t + \l · [(h + rJ)u] + i \l(\l · u) - 2 \l[\l · (hu)] = 0 (2.29) 
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the derivation of the Boussinesq equations 
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2. 7.3 Surface Velocity 

The fluid velocity expansion in term of the bottom velocity is u ed to derive the 

equations in terms of the surface velocity. The surface velocity vaJ"iable is :mbstituted 

for the velocity at the bottom. 

1 2 
U = 'Uo - - ( Z + h) Uoxx 

2 

h2 
u,1 = uo - 2u,,1:r:r for z = TJ 

The velocity at the bottom is solved to derive the equation in terms of the surfac 

variable. The bottom velocity in terms of the surface variable is substituted into the 

surface velocity expan ion. 

h2 
uo = u,1 + 2u'~xx 

Substitution of the equation for the bottom velocity in terms of the velocity at the 

surface yields the Boussinesq equation for the velocity at the surface. 

(2.30) 

'Ut + TJx + UU:r = 0 (2.31) 

The dispersion relation for Boussinesq equations in terms of the surface velocity. 
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r} 1 2 - = 1- -(kh) 
gh 3 

(2.32) 

The Bous~inesq equations in terms of the smface velocity has the worst convergence 

with the linear dispersion relation. It i~ convergent up to O(kh) ~ 0.5. 

2. 7.4 Depth Averaged Velocity 

Peregrine (1967) developed weakley nonlinear small amplitude long wave motion over 

varying depth using the depth averaged velocity. 

1 11) ii= --
1 

udx 
1J + .L -h 

The second order velocity expansion is used to solve for the depth average velocity. 

The averaged velocity expansion is expressed in terms of the bottom velocity. The 

bottom velocity is solved from the equation for the averaged velocity. 

1 2 
U = Uo - 2 ( Z + h) Uxx 

- ('ry+h)2 
'U = Uo -

6 
'Uoxx 

Substitution of the equation for the bottom velocity in terms of the depth averaged 

velocity into the horizontal velocity expansion yields the Boussinesq equation in terms 

of depth averaged velocity. 
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aT) a[(h + TJ)u] h3 &-1u 
at+ ax = 6 ax3 

(2.33) 

au au a1] h 2 (f3 u 
at + u ax + 9 Dx = 2 ax2at (2.34) 

The dispersion relation is calculated for depth averaged velocit . 

c= (2.35) 

Three dimensional Boussinesq equations over a variable depth for depth averaged 

velocity may also be obtained. 

h2 h 
U t + u · Vu + g\71] + 6 \7(\7 · Ut)- 2 V [V · (hu t)] = 0 (2.36) 

'T)t + \J · [(h + IJ)Uj = Q (2.37) 

The Boussinesq equations in terms of the depth a,·eraged velocity has better conver

gence with the linear dispersion relation. It is convergent up to O(kh) ~ 1.5. 

2. 7.5 D epth Integrated Velocity 

1adsen. Murray. and Sorensen (1991) derived Boussinesq in terms of a depth inte-

grated velocity ntriable, which represent the instantaneou flux of the fluid Yolume. 

j'1/ 

Q = udz 
- h 

The depth integration of the continuity equation may be expressed in terms of depth 
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integrated velocity. 

- udz+-= 0 ajr' a'TJ 
ax -h at 

Q = (h + TJ)U 

The depth averaged velocity is expressed in terms of the depth integrated velocity. The 

depth averaged velocity expressed with respect to the integrated velocity is substituted 

into the depth averaged velocity equation. The equations may also be derived for 

variable depth. 

Q 
U=--

h+'T] 

( 
Q ) Q ( Q ) h2 ( Q ) 

h + 1] l + h + 'T] h + 'T] x + 'TJx = 3 h + 'T] x x t 

Madsen's equations in terms of depth integTated velocity. 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

Madsen's derivations for Boussinesq equations in terms of depth integrated velocity 

have the same order of accuracy as wogu's arbitray depth equations. 
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2.8 Arbitrary Depth Velocity 

Nwogu (1993) developed three dimensional Boussinesq equations for variable depth in 

terms of the velocity at an arbi trary depth. The dispersiou effects were ignificantly 

improved by the modification to the Bou sine q equations. Yladsen, ?\lunay. and 

Sorensen (1991) also determined the convergence tmvards linear theory in terms of 

the optimal selection of appropriate coefficients for the derivation of the equation . 

The arbitrary depth velocity for a specified a and calculated reference depth , Z 0 . 

(z+ h)2 (z+ h)3 (z+ h)4 
6 

U = U + (z + h )u:r + 
2 

Un + 
4 

U:cxx + 
8 

U:c:r:r:r + O (p ) 

(z + h)2 

'W =-\l · [(z + h )uo] + \l 
2 

(\7 · U 0 \lh + \l · u\lh) + O(J16
) 

T he velocity at the bottom is derived in temr , of the velocity at an arbitrary depth. 

The equation for u0 is solved in terms of u0 . The fluid velocity is derived in terms of 

the velocity at an arbi trary depth . 
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2 

P = 17 - z + z \7 · (hu at) + ~ \7 · U at + 0(62
, 6112

. p.4 ) 

Three dimensional Boussinesq equations for varaible depth in terms of the velocity at 

an arbitrary depth. 

(
z2 h

2
) ( h) rJt + \7 · [(h+ry)u] + \7 · 

2 
- 6 h\7(\7 · u ) + \7 · z + 2 h\7[\7 · (/m)J = 0 (2.40) 

z2 
U t + gV''t] + u · Vu + 2 V (V · ut) + z\7 [\7 · (hu t)] = 0 (2.41) 

The linear Boussinesq equations in terms of a velocity variable at an arbitrary depth 

in one dimension. 

( 1) 3 1Jt + hux + a + 3 h 'Uxxx = 0 

1 ( Za )2 Za a=- - +-
2 h h 

Za is t he reference water depth. 
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T) = a ei(kw- wt) 

U = Uoei(kw- wt) 

Substitute the small amplitude wave solution into the conservation equations 

1 + b(kh)2 
- --..,.-,----__:___,......:._ __ 

gh 1 + G +b) (kh)2 

T he Pade approximation of the explicit linear dispersion relation for the velocity at 

an arbi tary depth. 

1 - (n + ~)(kh)2 

1 - a(kh)2 
(2.42) 

The Boussinesq equations in terms of an arbirary depth velocity has t he best conver-

gence with the linear dispersion rela tion. It is convergent up to O(kh) ::::::: 3.0. The 

P ade approximant i. asymptotically equiYalent to the exact lineal" di persion relation 

as the depth approaches zero, but as water depth increases, t he approximate disper-

sion relation diverges from linear theory. The velocity taken at a reference water depth 

instead of the depth averaged velocity significant ly improves the dispersiYe properties. 

In significantly deep water, t he dispersion relation deviates from linear theory for the 

extended Boussinesq equations. The coefficic11ts for the dispersion relation are refined 

to match the linear theory through the selection of an optimized value for n in deep 

water. Nwogu found that a value of (\' = -0.39 produces result. relatively close to lin-
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ear theory for moderate depth. The tandard Boussinesq equations represent a value 

of a= -1/3 which corresponds to the first order Pade approximant. A value of a = 

-0.4 reduces the dispersion relation to the second order Pade approximation. In this 

paper. a value of a = -0.39 is used in accordance with wogu 's theory. The intent i::; 

to minimize the relative error between the exact solution and the Pade approximants 

for the explicit dispersion relation. 
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2.9 Korteweg-DeVries Equation 

The equations derived by Korteweg and Vries (1895) are modified unidirect ional 

Boussinesq equations . The equations may eit her be derived in terms of the veloc-

ity or free surface elevation va riable. The equations have several alternat e forms 

depending on whether the time or spatial derivatives are taken. 

2.9.1 Constant Depth 

The KdV equation in t erms of velocity variable for constant depth can be derived in 

either the free surface or velocity variables. 

3c h2 
Ut + c'\1 . u + - u · '\lu - c-'\1 ('\l . u t) = 0 

2h 2 

3c h2 

'f/t + c'\lry + 
2

h r/\l·ry + c6 '\l'\1'\lrJ = 0 

2.9.2 Variable Depth 

The KdV equa tions may also be derived for variable depth in terms of both the 

velocity and free surface variablctl. 

3c h2 h 
Ut +cu . '\lu + - '\1 . u + c-'\1('\l. ut)-- '\1 ['\l. (hut)] = 0 

2h 6 2 

3c h2 h 
'f/t + c'\lry + +-

1 
'T}'\lry + c- '\1'\l'\lry- c- '\l'\1 ['\l (hry)] = 0 

2 1 6 2 
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2.10 Analytical Wave Solutions 

There are a wide range of solutions for which the Boussinesq equations can be used 

to model wave propagation. The strength of the nonlinear and dispersive equations 

is t he generali ty of the solutions for the equations. Many different types of waves 

require specific ini t ial conditions that may be specified for different wave setups. 

2.10.1 Airy Linear Wave Theory 

Airy (1841) derived the linear propagation of waves in terms of the free surface ele

vation and velocity. 

TJ =a cos(kTx + kyy- wt + c) 

·where t is the initiru phase, a is the wave amplitude, k is the wave number,w is the 

wave angular frequency, and e is the wave heading in radians. 

kx = k COS() ky = ksin e 

The deep water limits x -t and tanh x -t 1 for small amplitude waves. Equations 

for horizontal and vertical velocities arc given. 

u = awekz cos(kx - wt +c) 

w = awekz sin(k.x - wt + t:) 

The dispersion relation and pressure equations specific to deep water theory. 
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p = -pg(z - ekzTJ) 

Finite amplitude sets b = 0(1). The amplitudes are of the same order as the water 

depth. 

agk cosh k(z +h) (k ) 
v, = - cos ~x - w t; + E 

w cosh kh 

agksinhk(z +h) . (k ) 
'W = - sm x - wt; + E 

w coshkh 

The dispersion relation and pressure equation for finite depth. 

w2 = gk tanh kh 

tanh kh w2 

kh k2gh 

_ _ (.,. _ cosh k( z + h) ) 
p- pg ~ h kl 17 

COS ~ L 

In shallow water. the motion of the fluid is linear isntead of being elliptical. Shallow 

water limit assumes x -------t 0 and tanh x -------t x. The theory is for applicable long waves 

with moderate amplitudes. 

u = a if cos(kx - wt +c) 
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z+h 
w = aw-h- sin(k.c- wt +E) 

The dispersion relation and pressure equation for shallow water. 

P = - pq(z - TJ) 

2.10.2 Stokes Nonlinear Water Theory 

Stokes' expansions of the free surface elevation and the according dispersion relation 

were deri\ed from Airy's small amplitude wave theory. Stoke. (1 47) expanded the 

equations for higher orders of nonlinearity. 

Where() is the phase angle where () = kx - wt 

The second order theory for intermediate water depth is given. 

ka2 coshkh 
'7 =a cos()+- 3 (2 +cosh 2kh)cos2B 

4 sinh kh 

agk coshk(h + z) e 3 k2 2cosh 2k(z + h e 
v, = - cos + - c a cos 2 

2w cosh kh 4 sinh4 kh 
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2.10.3 Solitary Wave 

The solitary wave solution for depth averaged velocity is given. Rayleigh, St. Vennant, 

and Korteweg-Devries all contributed to the derivation of solitary wave equations. The 

given equations are taken from Peregrine (1967). 

ry =as ch
2 

[ ~(x- ct)] 

u = fi.TJ yr;, 

The solitary wave solution for arbitrary depth velocity is allio given. The analytical 

equations for Boussinesq equations in terms of an arbitrary Yelocity become signifi-

cantly more complex. The equations are taken from Wei and Kirby (1995). 

u = asech2 [b(x- ct)] 

c2 - gh 
a= ---'--- b= 

c2 - gh 

c 
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a1 = c?- gh h 
3[(a +.!. )gh - ac2] 

3 

2.10.4 Undular Bore 

The evolut ion of an undular bore is an excellent observation of t he effects of nonhn-

earity and dispersion. After wave breaking, a wave resembles the nature of an undular 

bore, which can be used for measurements and the creation of empirical data. A bore 

wave propagates into still wa ter and generat es dispen;ive waves. The equations are 

taken from Wei, Kirby, Grilli, and Subramanya (1995). 

Uo ( X) u = 2 1 - tanh ~ 

The bore wave conserves mass and momentum across the wave. The wave heights 

increase over time and a uniform wave train is generated . Vertical acceleration in the 

p oint of inflection between the t wo asymptotes from the transition from uniform flow 

to still water generates t he dispersive waves. 



Chapter 3 

Numerical Method 

A time dependent finite difference method of lines is used to solve t he hyperbolic 

partial differential equations. The extended Boussinesq equations are cliscretized using 

a fifth orJer multistep time marching method. The Ada.ms-Ba.<;hforth-1\Ioulton (ABM) 

predictor-corrector scheme is used to discretize the time derivatives. Sixth order 

spatial difference scheme are used for firs t order derivative , and fourth order schemes 

are used for the second order derivatives which have a lower magnitude of error . 

The ABM predictor-corrector method is a multi-step time marching scheme, which 

uses fourth order explicit forward time difference methods and fifth order implicit 

backwards time methods. The numerical method used by Wei and Kirby (1995) is 

extended for higher order methods. The spatial difFerencing truncation error for first 

and second order terms needs to be small relative to the dispersive third order terms. 

The first order terms are solved with a higher order accuracy than the dispersive terms 

to reduce the relative error. The predictor corrector method was used to minimize 

the t runcation error and estimate a corrective term on every iteration. 

63 
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3.1 Overview of Computational Methods 

All of the finite difference methods that were used over the course of the research 

are given in the following table . Other popular methods like Beam Warming and 

MacCormack were excluded due to their similarity of stability to other methods. 

Table 3.1: List of Finite Difference Methods 

Method Scheme Time Space Stability Convergence 

FTFS explicit first fir st - 1 5,CFL 5, 0 

FTBS explicit fir. t first 0 5,CFL 5, 1 

FTCS explicit first second none 

Lax-Friedrichs explicit first second CFL 5: 1 

BTCS implicit first second unconditional 

CTCS implicit second second uncondit ional 

Lax-Weudroff implicit second second CFL 5: 1 

Crank Nicolson implicit second second CFL 5: 1 

Adams implicit fifth fourth unconditional 

F = forward, B = backward C = center, T = time, S = space 

CFL = Courant Friedrichs Lewy condit ion 

3.1.1 Adams-Bashforth Predictor 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

A low order approximation is calculated by an explicit extrapolation method as an 

init ial guc s for t he instantaneous value of the different ial equat ions. The first order 

method is t he forward Euler method. The second to fourth order explicit extrapolation 
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methods are given. 

h 
Yk+t = Yk + 2(- f k- l + 3fk) 

h 
Yk+I = Yk + 

12
(5f k- 2 - 16fk- 1 + 23fk) 

h 
Yk+! = Yk + 24 ( - 9fk- 3 + 37 A-2- 59fk- l + 55fK.) 

3.1.2 Adams-Moulton Corrector 

The second-order implicit interpolation scheme is the trapezoidal fini te difference 

method which is similar to the Crank icolson temporal discretization. The second 

to fifth order corrector methods are given. 

YH L = Yk + ~Uk- l + ! k) 

h 
Yk+I = Yk + 

12 
(- f k- 1 + 8f k + 5f k+I) 

Yk+t = Yk + 2~ U k- 2 - 5fk - t + 19fk + 9fk+ t) 

h 
Yk+ l = Yk + 

720 
( - 19/k- 2 + 106fk- t - 264f k + 646fk+I + 251fk+2) 

3.2 Difference Equations 

The conservation equations are rearrauged to facilitate the time and spatial differenc-

ing. vVei and Kirby (1995) rewrote the equations to handle high order time marching 

schemes. The equations are divided up into different components representing the left 

and right hand side of the system of equations. The model constructs a tridiagonal 

system of equations, which is then solved using a tridagonal solver. The momentum 
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and continuity equations are much more difficult to solve using an implicit scheme, 

and the new variable facilitate the computations. 

T]t = E(TJ. u , v) 

E( TJ. 'l.t, V) = - [(h + 17)u]x - { a1h?( Uxx + Vxy) + a2h? [(hu) xx + (hv)3:y]}x 

- [(h + 77)v] 11 - {a th3 (ux11 + Vy11 ) + a2h2[(1w) .1:11 + (hv)y11 ]} 11 

Ut = F(7],u.v) + [Fl(v)]t 

\!,_ = G('ry , u, v) + [G1 (u)]t 

F = - g'IJx - (u'Ux + vuy) 

G = -g7]y - (uvx + vvy) 

F1 = - h[bthVxy + b2(hv).ry] 

G1 = - h[b1 huxy + b2(hu)xy] 

where al , a2, bl , b2 are constants proportional to the reference water depth , Zn· 



Z 2 1 
a1 = __£!..--

2h2 6 
Za 1 

a2 =-+
h 2 

3.2.1 Time Discretization 

z2 
bl = ,~ 

2~ 
b2 = Za 

h 
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A fifth-order predictor corrector method is used to solve the Boussinesq equations. A 

fourth-order Adams-Bashforth explicit predictor method gives an initial approxima-

tion and a fifth order Adams-Moulton implicit corrector method is used to iterate OYer 

the results to converge to a specified tolerance of error. The third and fourth-order 

Adams-Bashforth predictor methods are given for reference. 

11n+l = 11n _ + 6.t [23£7I _ 16£n_-1 _ 5En--2] 
'It] ' I t] 12 1] t] t] 

vn+l = Vn + 6.t [23G11
- - 16Gn:-1 - 5Gn.- 2] + 2(G )n - 3(G )'l_-1 + (G )n-- 2 

l) t] 12 lJ t] t] 1 t} 1 tJ 1 t] 

'1/n+l = 'IJn· + 6.t [55£n_ - 59£n_- l + 37 £':'- 2 - 9En--3] 
t) '.7 24 •J t) t) l} 

rr+ t = un_ + 6.t [55F-n - 59pn_- 1 + 37 pt- 2 - gpn_- 3] + 2(F )n. - 3(F )n.- l + (F )n.- 2 
t} t) 24 t] t) 1-J lJ 1 lJ 1 tJ l 7.J 

vn+l = vn + 6.t [55Gn. - 59Gn.- t + 37Gn.-2 - gcn.-3] + 2(G )n. - 3(G )n.- t + (G )n-- 2 
t} 1J 24 tJ tJ tJ t} I tJ 1 tJ 1 1._7 

The fourth and fifth order Adams-Moulton corrector method are also given . The 

implicit method is used to increase the accuracy of the results from the less accurate 

explicit method. 

~7n+l = '11n. + 6.t [9£n+ l + 19£n_- 5En- l + En- 2] 
t] 'It] 24 t] t] t] t ] 
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un+l = U?t + ~t [gpn+l + 1gpn _ 5pn- 1 + pn- 2] + (F )n+l _ (F )n. 
1J tJ 24 tJ t) tJ I tJ 1 tJ 

v;n+t = v;n + ~t [gcn+l + 190n __ 50~1- 1 + G".-2] + (G )n+ 1 _ (G )n. 
'!J t) 24 '!J tJ t) 1 t ) 1 '!J 

un_+l = un. + ~t [251Fn+J + 646F1l- 264F.7l- 1 + 106F1l-2 - 19F.n-2] + (F )n+l- (F )11
· 

tJ tJ 720 tJ t) t) tJ · I tJ 1 !J 

v;n+ 1 = v;n + ~t [251 en+ 1 + 646G''t_ - 264Gn- I + 1 06G71 
-
2 - 19G'1 -

3] + (G )n+ 1 
- (G )11

· 
t} t) 720 t) t) t ] t] l •.1 l l.J 

The time derivative for F1 , which is similarly for G1 , is calculated using lower order 

predictor corrector methods. The second order predictor method and the third ord r 

corrector schemes are given. 

[(F) ln- 1 1 [F n F n- 2] 
1 t ij = 2~f I ij - l ij 

[(FI)t]n+l = -
1
-[llF1n_+t - 18Ftn· + 9F1~l- l - 2F~n-2] 

t) 6~t t) t} l} 

[(F) ln 1 [2F n+l 3F n 6F n-1 F n- 2] 
1 t ij = 6~t l ij + l ij - l ij + 1 

[(F) ln - 1 _ 1 [2F n- 2 + 3F n - 1 6F n + F n+l] I t ·· - -- t ·· t · · - ] " 1 
t) G~t l) I) t) 

[(F) ]n+ l = _ 1_[11F n_- 2- 18F n _- 1 + 9F n_- 2F n+ l] 
l t tJ 6~t 1 tJ 1 tJ l tJ I 
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3.2.2 Spatial Differencing 

The spatial derivatives were discretized using general even point finite difference 

schemes to allow for higher orders of nonlinearity and dispersion. The time and space 

derivatives need to be discretized to an order higher than the order of the hyperbolic 

equations. The magnitude of error from the truncation of the Taylor series of the 

finite difference method should be lower than the truncation of the Taylor series 

for th<' velocity cxpan:-::iou. A five point differencing S('hcmc is given for first onl<~r 

spatial derivatives. These are the numerical equations used by vVei Kirby, Grilli, 

and Subramanya (1995). A three point difference scheme is used for the second order 

derivatives. Second order difference methods are used for t he mixed derivatives. The 

accmnpanyiug bom1dary all(l corner difference cqnatious are also giv<'ll. 

1 
(u ) 1 · = --(-25u1 · + 481L2 · - 36u3 · + 16u4 · - 3u" ·) 

X ,J 12.6.X ,J ,] ,] ,j v,J 

1 
(u -)2 · = --(- 3ul ·- 10u2 · + 18u3 ·- 6u4 · + u5 ·) 

:I '1 12.6.x '1 '1 '1 .J '1 

1 
(ux)i1· = ----;\'(8(·ui+11· - u.i- 1 1· ) - (ui+21·- 'Ui-2.1·)) 12ux '· ' ' 

for i = 3,4, .. . , A-1- 2 

1 
(ux)llf - I ,j = 

12
.6.x (3uM,j + 10uu - I.j- 18uM- 2,j + 6uA£ - 3.j- uu- 4 ,j) 

1 
(uxhr.j = 

12
.6.x (25UJ1t,j- 48ulll- I ,j + 36ullf - 2,j- 16u!II - 3,j + 3uM- 4,j) 

1 
('Uxx )l..i = (.6.x)2 (2ul ,.i - 5u2,j + 4u3,.i- 'U4 ,j ) 

1 
(uxx)i.j = (.6.x)2 (ui+ l ,j- 2uij + ui- I ,j) for i = 2, 3 .... ,l\!J - 1 
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for j = 2, 3, ... , N - 1 

for i= 2, 3, ... , NI- 1 and j = 2 3, ... , N- 1 

The current research implements a higher order difference method in preparation for 

higher orders of nonlinearity and dispersion. The order of the truncation error for 

t he difference methods should b e higher than the truncation error in the derivation 

of the velocity variable, so that the numerical method does not int roduce error of the 

same order of magnitude. It is also intuitive for the spatial discretization to have 

a lower magnitude of truncation error than the time discretization, since the spatial 

difference scheme is independent of the temporal method, but the temporal method 

is dependent on the spatial differences. A sixt h-order seven p oint difference method 

i~ used for the first ord<'r spatial derivatives. 

1 
(u )1 · = --(-147u1 · + 360u2 · - 450u3 · + 400u4 · - 225us · + 72u6 · - l0u1 ·) 

x '1 60.6.x '1 '1 '1 '1 '1 '1 .J 

1 
(u . )2 · = --(- lOu t · - 77u2 · + 150u3 · - 100u4 · + 50u- · - 15u6 · + 2u7 ·) .r ,.7 60.6.x · '1 '1 .J ,.7 a,J ,J .J 

1 c 
(u )3 · = --(2ul · - 24u2 ·- 35u3 · + 80u4 · - 30u~ · + 8·u6 ·- 'U7 · ) 

X ,] 60.6.X ,,7 ,] .] ,,7 u ,.J ,,7 ,] 

for i = 4, 5, ... , !vf - 3 
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1 
(uxxhj = 

1 
O(~x)2 (137UJ.j - 147u2,j- 255n3.j + 470u4,j- 2 5u5,j + 93'u6,j- 13u7,j) 

( UxxhJ = 1 80 (~x)2 ( - 13Ut,j + 228u2.j - 420u3.j + 200u4.j + 15u 5.j- 12u6.j + 2u7.j) 

1 
(uxx)i.j = 

1 
O(~x)2 (2ui-3,j -27ui- 2,j+270ui- l ,j-490ui.j+270ui+I,j-27ui+22,j+2ui+3.j 

for i = 4, 5 .. . , !If - 3 

The fini te difference scheme for a vert ical reflective wall bounding the doma:in. 

for i= 1, 2, 3, ... ,M 

3.3 Convergence 

The numerical method iterates bet ween the predicted and corrected values. The 

results for each step in time converges t owards a solut ion for a specific range of water 

depth proportional to the wave length. The error between k and k + 1 subsequent t ime 

steps is calculated to assure t hat the numerical solution is convergent to a specified 

tolerance. 

~ ~ I k+l kl 
~ _ L..Ji L..Jj 1Jij - 1Jij 

7J - ~ ~ I k+l l 
L..Ji L..Jj TJij 
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The convergence speed is increased by using a relaxation method to blend the value· 

between the previous time step and the current time step being evaluat ed. The 

adjusted value is used in the subsequent time step to speed up the convergence. 

R is a constant value between 0.0 and 1.0. Wei and Kirby (1998) used a value of 

0.2 which produced satisfactory results. The same method is used similarly for the 

velocity components . u and v. 

3.4 Stability 

The Adams-Bashforth-Moulton multi-step finit e difference method is implemented 

np to fi ftth order accnntcy. A gC'uc•nd forumht is used to show l'lw order of all lilH'HJ' 

multistep methods. The von eumann linear stability analysis is applied for fourth 

order accuracy. The linearized Boussinesq equations for wave propagation in one 

dimension are given. The equations are derived into the associated left and right 

h and sides for the implicit finite <liff'crellCC schemes. 

1 3 
1]t + hux + (o. + 3)h Uxxx = 0 

( 
1 3 

'TJt = - hux- a+ 3 )h U.rxx 
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3.4.1 von Neumann Analysis 

The von eumann method is applied to perform linear stability analysis for constant 

water depth in one dimension. The stability analysis is only performed on one iteration 

of the predictor ar1d corrector methods. This method was used by Wei and Kirby 

(1998) . The finite difference equations are represented using their Fourier components. 

·nj = T/oexp[i( kj/::,.x- wn!::,.t )] 

U
1
} = u0exp[i(kj /::,.x- wn!::,.t )] 

The finite difference expressions for the predictor and corrector schemes are given. 

'7n + l = 'Yln + /::,.t (23En- 16En- 1 + 5En- 2) 
} ' IJ 12 } J J 

un+I = un + !::,.t (23Fn - 16Fn- I + 5Fn- 2 ) 
J J 12 J J J 

'7n+l = 'Yln + 46pun- 32pun- l + lOpun- 2 
J ' I ] J J J 

'l]n+l = 1]n + !::,.t (9En+ l + 19En- 5En- l + En- 2) 
J J 24 J J J J 

un+ 1 = u~l + !::,.t (9_FI~+ I + 19F n - 5F'!-- l + pn- 2) 
J J 24 J J J J 

11n+l = /}1: + 9pun+l + 19pu'! _ 5pun- l + pun-2 
J J J J J J 

The Fourier solutions are substit uted into the difference equations, and the variables. 
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p and q, ar are solved for one ::;tep in the solution to the linear Boussinesq equations. 

The following solution of the equations is from the derivation by Wei and Kirby (1998). 

ihn t . kl\ [4-cosknx 4(a+~)h2 
. 2 (knx)J p= ---sm L.:l.X - sm --24nx 3 nx2 2 

igt:,t sinknx [4 -cosktix] 
24f::,.c 3 

q = - 1 4ah2 • 2 (kf::,x) 
- t:,x2 sm -2-

The substitution of the predictor expression:; for the n + 1 values into the cor-

rector cqllation clcfi nC's an alllplificat iou mc-tt.rix fo r which there exists cigcuvalucs. 

The eigenvalues are the wavenumber knx, the Courant/Friedrichs/ Lewy number 

CF L = ,;gfintj n x, and the ratio between depth and grid unit ~lx . If the mod-

ulus of each eigenvalue is less than or equal to one, then the numerical scheme is 

stable. It was further found by Wei and Kirby (1998) that the finite difference scheme 

is stable independent of the wavenumber and depth to grid ratio, if C FL :::; 0.8. The 

current re. earch goes to a much higher order of difference equation. , and the resulting 

linear tability equations are significantly more complex. 

3.4.2 Numerical Filtering 

Short wave components generated from nonlinear effects create stability problems for 

Lhe prediction of long vvave propagation. A nine point numerical filter was used to 

filter out nonphysical low frequency wave which would otherwise propagate through 

the domain and blow up the solution. Weighted averages of neighbouring points 

are used to eliminate these components, which would otherwise create discontinuities 

in the wave form. Short wave components create potential stability concerns for t he 

prediction of long waves. These wave are generated by wave reflection and dispersion. 

A numerical filter as defined by Wei and Kirby (1998) \\·hich uses weighted average to 

eliminate the e components. A ninf' point fil ter is used instead of the seven point filter 
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used by \i\'ei and Kirby (1998). The truncation error of the numerical filter should be 

lower than the truncation error of the spatial derivatives, . o that the numerical filter 

does not introduce any error into the numerical model. 

17j = l[2ru + 17Hl + 111-d for j = 2, !II- 1 

17j = 1~ [10771 + 4(1Ji+1 + 111- d- (17]+2 + 111- 2)] for j = 3, !II- 2 

TJj = 6~ [447]j + 15( 7]j+ 1 + 1}j - l) - 6( 1}j+2 + 7Jj - 2) + 1Jj+3 + 7Jj - 3] for j = 4,M- 3 

rJj = 2~6 [1 6r}j + 56('']j+ l + T}j - J)- 28(r/j+2 + ?}j - 2) + ('li+3 + l}j - 3) - (711+4 + '7j- 4 ) ] 

for j = 5, 6, . . . !II - 4 

3.5 Solver 

There are many different type of solvers that can be used which make marginal 

difference to the accuracy of the solution. The advantage of using certain solver 

algorithm over others is due to their improved peed and space efficiency. The slowc 't 

solver is Gaussian elimination, but it is a generic algorithm that can be used for 

any system of equations. Row by row permutations are made to the matrix until 

the left hand side only has one variable for each corresponding row. The Jacobian 

rtnd Gauss Seidel solvers are significant improvements over Gaussian elimination, but 

more cffici(!llt methods ca.n he used to solve tridia,g;(mal of syllmJCtric 111a.triccs. Cyclic 

reduction was also implemented, but the generic Thomas tridiagonal rnatri.,x algorithm 

(TDMA) is used. A tridiagonal matrix is formed from the left and right hand sides 

of the equations. 
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bt Ct 0 

a2 b2 c2 

bN = 
a3 b3 c3 

·U 

aM - 1 bM- 1 Ci\f - I 

0 alll bu 

Tltc tridiagonal wtlues of the cqmttious, which are the ldt hand sicl<' of t lw <lifl:'ercnt.ial 

equation with re pect to the final form used in the numerical method. The tridiagonal 

values of the equation::; are given for multiple dimensions as well. 

hi 
ai = (D.x)2 (b1hi + b2hi- I) 

2h2 

bi = 1 - (6;)2 (b) + b2 ) 

h·· 
ai.i = ( D-~)2 (b1hi.i + b2hi-t,.i) 

2h2 -

bij = 1 - (D-;)2 (bl + b2) 

h ·· 
Cij = (D.~ )2 ( bt hij + b2hi+t.j) 

hij 
a i.i = ( D.y )2 ( b1 hi.i + b2hi.j- I) 

2h?. 
bij = 1 - (.6.;)2(b1 + b2) 
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Thomas tridiagonal rnatriJc algorithm uses L (lower and upper triangular matrices) 

decomposition. The algorithm is slower than the cyclic reduction method, but the ac-

curacy i. sufficient. The algorithm is divided into forward elimination and backward 

substitution. 

for i = 2 to M do 

end for 

for i = 2 to M do 

end for 

for i = !II - 1 to 1 do 

end for 

For periodic boundary conditions, the TDM needs to be modified by perturbing the 

original matrix and solving using the original tridiagonal algorithm. The Sherman 

Morrison Woodbury formula is used. 

A· x = b (A+ x · v)u = b 

where A· y = band A· z = u 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical Results 

Several different wave setups are tudied to illustrate the accuracy of the Boussinesq 

equations in modelling wave effects in the near shore region where shallow water 

conditions are significant. The nonlinearity and dispersive nature of shoaling waves 

exemplifles the application of the Boussinesq equations for coastal engineering. The 

equations are solved using initial and generating boundary conditions for regular and 

solitary waves over varying bathymetry. Several finite difference methods were used 

to model wave propagation for different time and space discretization. ·. Nwogu (1993) 

used a Crank- icolson finite difference method for his research , but it is not stable 

enough for wave propagation from deep to ::;hallow water. An Adams-Bashforth

Moulton time marching method was developed b) Wei and Kirby (1995) extending 

the stability for increasing CFL numbers. The solution to the Boussincsq equations 

was built up from the simple wave equation. Eventually nonlinearity and dispersion 

were included, and tll('ll modificcl to prrrnit variable bathywctry cUJd velocity from an 

arbitrary depth. 

81 
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4.1 Regular Wave 

The Crank-Nicolson finite difference method, including many other low order meth-

ods, were analyzed by solving the standard wave equation. A standing wave solution 

was used as the initial condition to handle multidirectional wave propagation. }or 

two dimensions, the Crank-Nicolson method gave highly accurate results, which are 

compared with their analytical solutions. 

Analytical -- FD Approx --

I 
~ 
~ 0 
~ 
~ 
! 
,;: 

· 1 
0 4 8 

x(m) 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of finite difference and analytical results for initial wave 

amplitude, a = l.Om, and wave length, ).. = 4.0 

In Figure 4.1, the linear wave equation was solved in three dimensions to test the 

stability of tile model for multiple dimensions. An oblique wave was given as initial 

conditions to test the boundary conditions for the fluid domain. A three dimensional 

standing wave solution was given as an initial condition to examine wave interaction 

within the fluid domain, as seen in Figure 4.2. 
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y (m) x(m ) 

F ig1m ' 4.2: Compa.risoJJ of fi lli t<' diffen~nc<' and c-w alyt.ical r esults for init ial wave 

amplitude a = l.Om, and wave length , >. = 2.0 

A plane wave propagates up a sloping bathymetry in Figure 4.3 and generates ampli-

tude dispersion which increases in wave height as it approaches the shore. T he phase 

velocity is not dependent on the wave length, so there is no phase dL<;persion of the 

wave. 
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Figure 4.3: A linear plane wave propagates up a sloping bathymetry Shoaling for 

initial wave amplitude is a= 0.2m, and wave length, >. = 10.0 

4.2 Solitary Wave 

Russell (1844) was the first to observe and report a solitary wave. Rayleigh (1876) 

furthered Ru::;sell 's research, and came to similar conclusions made by Stokes. on-

linear solitary waves are compared with analytical and experimental data. which is 

a classical example of a nonlinear a11d dispersive water wave, as seen in Figure 4.4. 

Th(' Jtmncrical rc~mlt~ from the Admrrs-Bashfortb-~Ionlt.m1 fi11iLc difh•rcucc method 

are compared with the analytical solution for constant depth. 
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Figure 4.4: Solitary wave representation for constant depth, where wave amplitude, 

a= lm 

The wave develops forward shoaling and a dispersive oscillating tail is generated fol-

lowing the front wave. The nonlinear equations provide accurate results for moder-

ately shallow water, but for deeper water, a discontinuity due to instability appears 

at the peak of the wave as the wave shoals over a moderate slope due to the high 

amplitude dispersion, which would occur in Figure 4.5 in the proceeding time steps. 
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Figure 4.5: onlinear propagation of a solitary wave without dispersion where the 

wave amplitude is a = lm, and the water depth is h0 = 5m 

Once the discontinuity forms, the error slowly propagates throughout the domain, and 

the solution blows up. The dispersive effects of the Boussincsq equation balances the 

high nonlinearity. The extended Boussinesq equations for variable depth were solved 

using a solitary wave as the initial condition. The Korteweg-deVries equation was 

developed after the Bonssiucsq cqnat.iou, bnt. it. is a simplificat.iou to waves propagatiug 

only in one direction so it is a good test to validate the numerical method with the 

KdV before the multidirectional Boussinesq equations. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of analytical and numerical results for KdV equation, where 

the wave amplitude is a= lm, and the water depth is h0 = lm 

The KdV equation was solved for multiple dimensions, which is shown in Figure 4.7. 

The dispersive terms for varying bahtymetry create a stable solution for increasing 

water depth. The wave retains the forward shoaling, and a dispersive oscillating tail 

is generated following the main wave. The balance of nonlinearity and dispersion is 

the elegance of the solution for numerical stability in the wave form. 
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Figure 4.7: Solitary wave in three dimensions using the KdV equation, where the 

wave amplitude i a = lm, and the water depth i h0 = 10m 

4.2.1 Boussinesq Equation 

The extended Boussinesq equations for variable depth are solved using a solitary wave 

as the initial wave conditions. The results from the numerical code are compared with 

the numerical data generated by V\ ei and Kirby ( 1995). The extended Boussinesq 

equations allow for the prediction of waves for increasing slope of the bathymetry. A 

good comparison is made with their weakly nonlinear theory, and the slight magnitude 

of error is due to digitizing the data from graphical plots. Wave ampli tude dispersion 

is over predicted in the weakly nonlinear theory compared with the fully nonlinear 

theory, as seen in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of a solitary wave 

propagating up a slope with the formation of dispersive waves travelling at an alternate 
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phase speed. 

Current Method - Fully Nonlinear · · · · · · · · Weakly Nonlinear - ·- ·--
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Figure 4.8: Comparison with results from Wei and Kirby, where the water depth 

h0 = 1.0, the depth gradient is 0.01 , and the wave amplitude io a= 0.2 
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Figure 4.9: Stabilization of a solitary wave after a change in water depth, where the 

wave amplitude, a= 0.2, the water depth, h0 = 1.0 and the depth gradient is 0.05 

4 .2.2 Wave R eflection 

A solitary wave is modelled as it propagates up a moderate slope and reflects off of a 

vertical wall. T he significant nonlinearity of wave shoaling is difficult for the reflective 

boundary to accm ately predict. The multidirectional Boussinesq equations provide 

an excellent nonlinear and dispersive solution to the problem of wave reflection for 

solitary waves. The nonlinearity peaks at the highest point of the shore where the 

reflective boundaTy is positioned. ·when the shoaling solitary wave is incident with 

the vertical wall, the horizontal velocity is reduced to zero, and the wave momentum 

is reflected back into t he domain. There is no flux through the vertical boundary, 

but a free slip condition is applied to the tangential/vertical velocity. The dispersive 

waves generated from the shoaling of the wave form are also reflected from the vertical 

walL Every dispersive wave generated that propagates over the sloping bathymetry 
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also recursively generates smaller dispersive waves as they undergo shoaling which 

are in tum reflected from the vertical boundary. In Figure 4.10, the propagation and 

reflection of a solitary wave is shown. 
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Figure 4.10: Propagation of a reflected solitary waYe where the amplitude IS a 

0.12m, and the water depth is h 0.6m 
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As the wave returns to a constant depth a permanent wave form is once again produced 

for the solitary and dispersive waves. ~ave reflection is validated and compared with 

experimental data and with published results from a FEM developed by Walkley 

(1999). 
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Figure 4.11: Time series of solitary wave reflection for a= 0.07m, taken at x = 50m 

and x = 66.2m 

In Figures 4.11 and 4.12, the time series of the reflected solitary wave is plotted against 

the FEM model and experimental data. The high-order finite difference method shows 
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excellent results in comparison with both the FE 11 model and the experimental data. 

The main disadvantage is the slight over-prediction of the frequency dispersion, which 

is seen from the dip in the follow following the front wave. 
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Figure 4. 12: Time series of solitary wave reflection for a = 0.12m taken at x = 50 and 

X = 66.25 
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4.3 Periodic Propagation over a Breakwater 

A periodic wave propagating up a sloping bathymetry and over a breakwater was 

modelled numerically. The regular periodic wave generates amplitude dispersion, 

and increases the wave height as it approaches the shore. Smaller dispersive waves 

are generated in the troughs of the wave. The numerical results are compared with 

a Galerkin finite element method developed by Walkley (1999b). The experimental 

setup was constructed by Dingemans (1994), and was further investigated by Beji and 

Battjes (1994). The propagation of a periodic wave over a submerged breakwater is 

shown in Figure 4. 13. The time series of the periodic wave is shown in Figure 4.14. 

The current model shows excellent results when compared with the experimental data. 
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Figure 4.13: Periodic wave propagation over a breakwater where the wave amplitude 

is a = O.Olm, and the water depth is h0 = 0.4m, and the top of the breakwater is at 

h = 0.1m 
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Figure 4.14: T ime series of regular wave shoaling over a breakwater at x = 10.5, x = 

13.5, and x = 17.3, where a = 0.01 , A = 3.73, and T = 2.02 
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The propagation of a solitary wave over a breakwater is of pru-ticular interest. As the 

wave propagates over the breakwater, wave shoaling occurs and dispersive waves are 

generated from the tail of the solitru-y wave. Once the wave is pa:;t the breakwater, 

the waves return to a permanent form. Each resulting dispersive wave undergoes the 

effects of shoaling. The waves steepen aud generate even smaller di persive waves. A 

t rain of shoaling olitru·y waves is formed as the numerical process is continued, which 

is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15: Solitary wave propagation over a breakwater , where wave amplit ude is a 

= O.lm. and water depth is h0 = 0.5m, and the top of the breakwater is at h = 0.3m 
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4.4 Undular Bore 

An undular bore generates oscillatory waves as it propagates into still water. Con

versely to solitary waves, the dispersive waves are generated at the front of the bore 

wave. The wave propagation and evolution of a bore require both nonlinearity and 

dispersion , which is well represented by the Boussiensq wave model. iry·s nonlinear 

wave theory describes the steepening of the wave front. but does not accmately predict 

the oscillating dispersive waves. The prediction of the wave crests and troughs re

quires significant nonlinearity. The propagation of an undular bore wave requires the 

stabilizing effect of dispersion due to its high nonlinearity. The bore wave propagates 

into still water generating dispersive waves while conserving mass and momentum. 

Wave height increases over time and uniform wave trains are generated. Vert ical ac

celeration at the point of inflect ion between the two asymptotes from the t ransition 

of uniform flow to still water generates dispersive waves. The bore wave, shown in 

Figure 4.16, is compared with fully nonlinear data from Wei and Kirby (1998). 
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Figure 4.16: Undular bore wave propagation, where the initial wave elevation is a = 

0.2m 

4.5 Numerical Program 

A numerical program was developed to solve the Boussinesq equations. The program 

is very efficient computationally, and handles very large computational domains. T he 

.fiuitc dif[c!rcuu· mc~t.hod t hat was nscd is very fast , bnt. th<' lligbcr magni tude of error 

causes trouble in t he swash zoue when very fine grid resolution is used. In very shallow 

regions a very fine granulari ty is required for the grid resolution to accurat ely predict 

the waves in the swash zone. If the truncation error from the finite difference method 

is large relative to the shallow water depth and small wave heights in the swash zone, 

then convergence is lo 't. 
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4.5.1 Coastal Wave Simulation 

The entire program was modularized i11to separate objects and files. A controller 

was designed to manage input, output, and the system initialization. A numerical 

module was used to implement the time domain finite difference method. All of 

the independent spatial derivative disrretizations were implemented in a single file 

separate from the time domain method. A hierarchy of classes was constructed for 

the derivation of the logic for the Boussinesq and shallow water equations. Individual 

time dependent finite difference methods were implemented in every equation class 

from the basic wave equations to the Boussinesq equations. 

4.5.2 Main Program 

The main program application was written in C++. C++ provides extensive ob

ject oricutat.ion, aud hip;h efficiency, which arc both essential for the 1mmcrical and 

graphical components of the program. C++ is a modern programming language that 

is extremely well suited for numerical programming if the user understands memory 

management well enough. It eliminates some of the overhead inherent in languages 

like Fortran, although recent versions of Fortran may be accelerated by calling c 

routines, or an accelerator like Cuda. Fortran's intrinsic functions and complex arith

metic make it a popular choice for numerical programming. The acceleration for the 

current program is being done using OpenCL called from C++ to access the CPU 

and GPU cores heterogeneously. The main advantage of Fortran is that it handles 

sophisticated array access, though there is some overhead when compared to a bare 

metal memory managed language like C or C++. 
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Figure 4.17: Overview of the numerical software 

4.5.3 Precis ion 

Double precision significant ly increases t he accuracy of the solution, and also speeds 

up the iteration to convergence since it reduces the overall fto etting point error. T he 

tolerance value used in the convergence tetit for each step of the predictor corrector 

numerical method is 1.0 x 10- 10 . Computer programs for numerical computation are 

inherently vulnerable to floating point error. If single preci ion is nsed for approxi

mate variables for real numbers and t here is a lot of conversion between single and 

double precision variables, then there is a significant round off error, which may am

plify and propagate Lhroughout the fluid domain over time. Double precision is used 

throughout the program for the numerical method . Single precision may be used for 

some constant inpnt parameters for which double precision is not necessary, or where 

only a few ignificant digits are required, bnt all instantaneous variables are kept in 

double precision. 
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4.5.4 Performance 

Table 4.1: Run-Time Performance 

#of odes # of Time Run-Time 

Steps 

1000 1000 1.39 s 

1000 5000 6.37 s 

1000 10000 15.79 s 

2000 10000 30.24 s 

3000 10000 48.13 s 

4000 10000 106.64 s 

5000 10000 120.37 s 

10000 10000 1091.95 s 

10000 20000 2634.35 s 

4.6 Other Software 

Other software is available to simulate coastal wave propagation. A commercial soft

ware program, S_ifS, integrated Bouss2D, which was implemented by wogu and 

Demirbelik (2001 ) in conjunction with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at the Engi

neer Research and Development Center. The Bouss2D software program implements 

a Crank- icolson method for fully nonlinear BE for arbitrary depth. Internal or 

external wave generation is used for the initial conditions. Wave breaking and the 

effects of bottom friction are modelled with art ificial dissipative terms. Flow through 

porous structures and the simulation of wave runup are also included. Kirby, vVei, 
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Chen. Kennedy, and Dalrymple (1998) and Kirby, Long. and Shi (2003) contributed 

to the software project Funwave created at the university of Delaware. The program 

differs from I3ouss2D in that it implements a fourth order ABM predictor-corrector 

mcthocl. It allows specific-ation of th<' DE i11 c-nrviliuear coordiuates, <tlld retains high 

order dispersive and nonlinear terms. Liu. L nnett. Sitanggang. and Kim developed 

a parallel long wave modeling program called Coulwave at Cornell niversity. The 

model is accurate up to fourth order in time and space. 1 he difference in the software 

is that the program uses a multiple layer equation model, where velocities are taken 

at two or more reference water depths to further optimize the accuracy. Ferrant, 

Skourup, and Buchman developed the Xwave program which modelled fully nonlin

ear potential velocity equations. Engsig-Karup. Bingham and Lindberg (2009) and 

Ducrozet, Bingham, Ensig-Karup, and Ferrant (2010) further developed the software 

into Oceanwave3D, a general purpose GPU software program for nonlinear long wave 

propagation with fully nonlinear potential flow equations. The software uses a par

allel algorithm using a multi-grid domain and improved iterative solver. It models 

nonlinear wave-wave interaction, diffraction due to wave-structure interaction, and 

refraction from the bottom boundary. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

A high-order numerical scheme was applied to the extended Boussinesq equations, 

and a computer progTam was developed using the discretized equations. Validation 

of the numerical code has been done for many situations in which high nonlinear

ity and wave dispersion become increasingly important for the accurate prediction 

of waves travelling over changing water depth. The equations are applicable in in

creasing depth for long waves over steep slopes. Solitary and regular wave examples 

were shown with good agreement with analytical and experimental re~mlts. The ex

tended Boussinesq equations accura tely models frequency and amplitude dispersion 

and the ABl\1 numerical method is stable for large CFL numbers. The high-order 

fini te difference method gave very accurate values in the comparisons with experi

mental da ta. The method better predicts the an1plit ude dispersion than the F E I 

model, but the frequency dispersion is over predicted, which is seen in t he small oscil

laJiom; following t h<' f:ro11t w~wc form . The I3oussincsq C?<pta t imJs arc fl exible aml has 

low complexity solutions for the propagation of waves from deep to shallow water. 

The Boussinesq equations have been well researched and validated for many differ

ent sit uations in which wave propagation and breaking occur. Several cases of wave 
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shoaling over vru·iable bathymetry has been validated in the current research. Wave 

reflection of solitary waves is validated for the Boussinesq equations using the finite 

difference method. which is accurately predicted by the method. Undular bore wave 

propc-tgatiou is also vcdidat.ed for the Boussiuesq cquatious. Significant progress 11 <1...'1 

been made by several reseru-chers in the field of Boussinesq theory, bnt. the collective 

research is spread over several different. physical models and numerical methods. The 

current reseru·ch is an attempt. at consolidating the different theories while adding 

further enhancements to the methods and models. 

5.1 Future Work 

More investigation needs to be done regarding the numerical boundary conditions 

for the fluid domain, as for higher amplitudes the absorbing boundary conditions are 

not consistent. Fully absorbing boundary conditions using sponge layers or perfectly 

matching layers (Pl\tlL) are required to absorb all of the dispersive and reflected waves. 

Full nonlinearity, high order dispersion. and vorticity from breaking waves are required 

to increase the accuracy of the extended Boussinesq wave model past the breaking 

point and into the surf zone. After significant shoaling, a vertical tangent exists 

on the face of the wave where wave breaking needs to be physically modelled with 

vorticity. Other breaking models which involve artificial dissipation through viscous 

terms in the momentum equations do not model the true physics of the wave motion. 

It is not an accurate representation of the real forces acting on the fluid during wave 

breaking. Dissipation from bottom friction is generated due to shear stress acting on 

the fluid from the impermeable and rigid boundary, but viscosity is only significant 

in extremely shallow water where shear forces are required to model wave runup in 
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the swash zone. 

5.1.1 Physical Improvements 

Vorticity transport generated from the wave breaking process was modeled in the smf 

zone by Yu and Svendsen (1995). and Veeramony and Svendsen (2000). They split 

the velocity equation into rotational and irrotational components. A volume of water 

is carried by the waveform at the front of the wave where the physical vorticity is gen

erated. Fully nonlinear equations including vorticity were developed by Musumecci, 

Svendsen, and Veeran10ny (2005). The equations were further extended for the swash 

zone in extremely shallow water regions by LoRe, Musumeci aud Foti (2012). Schaf

fer, Madsen, and Deigaard (1993) and Svendsen and Veeramony (1996) provided a 

well researched method to including vorticity by using simplified Reynolds equations 

given in Appendix B. Several other enhancements may be made to the Boussinesq 

model to improve the accuracy of the extended Boussinesq equations. Wave ampli

tude dispersion is over predicted in the current model. Higher nonlineru·i ty and high 

order dispersion are increasingly important for larger amplitude waves and steeper 

shoaling waves. 

Additional term:; could be included in the numerical method to represent the genera

tion of waves using a source function , and energy dissipation through wave breaking, 

bottom friction , and wind stress. The method should be eA.'tended to the fully nonlin

ear model by Wei and Kirby (1995), which better predicts the peak frequency of the 

model, since the wave amplitude is over predicted for waves of high nonlinearity. The 

fully nonlinear equations are provided in appendix A. Gobbi and Kirby (1998) derived 

a fourth order Pade approximation of the dispersion relation by including high order 

dispersive terms into the Boussinesq model. Other researchers also defined their own 
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dispersive terms to balance increasing nonlinearity. As wave::; crash upon the shoreline 

nearshore circula tion of the fluid is induced. The entrainment of air within the fluid , 

and the bot tom friction and undertow significant ly affect the nearshore circulation. 

The cqnatious C<Ul he further w odified to handle nnderLow c-mTc'nts created by the 

breaking and runup of waves. A current model was developed by \i\Tei and Kirby \iVci 

and Kirby (1998). Wei and Kirby (1998) fmther developed the Boussinesq equations 

to handle sediment transport. Extremely large amplitude waves may be modelled 

using Boussinesq theory. Since the wave length increases with respect to the wave 

amplitude for Tsunamis, the extended equations remain valid for the prediction of 

Tsunami propagation over variable depth. It is the intent of the research to model 

massive Tsunamis like Fukushima. 

5.1.2 Numerical Improvements 

Several improvements may be made to the numerical method to increase the accu

racy. Kaihatu and Kirby (1998) derived the Boussinesq equations for the frequency 

domain. Further research such as seakeeping using Boussinesq theory will require a 

frequency doma.in derivation of the equations for the computation of added mass and 

dampening. Shi, Dalrymple Kirby, Chen, and Kennedy (2001) derived the equations 

in curvilinear coordinates. The generalized coordinates allow for irregularly shaped 

shorelines and also provided more efficient computation for near shore regions. The 

spatial discretization may be improved by modifying the size and structure of the grid . 

The grid construction significantly influences the accuracy of the numerical method. 

The numerical accuracy may be improved by reducing the time step and grid size. 

The time step and grid size are correlated with respect to the stability of the nu

merical method through the resulting CFL value. Lin (2008) developed a staggered 

grid finite difference method to calculate the velocit ies at offset locations from the 
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free surface variable to improve the accuracy of the model. Other mm1erical methods 

have been derived to allow for complicated boundaries and complex geometries using 

an unstructmed grid. Unfortunately. structured girds are a requirement for using a 

fiuite diffcrenc<' tud.hod to comJml.<· tlw n·snlt:-;. Soremwu and Schaff(•r (2002) derivc!d 

a numerical method for Boussinesq equations for an unstructured grid using a finite 

clement method. 

Other computat ional methods may be used instead of the fini te difference method. 

Lin and Liu (199 ) used the volume of fluid method defined by Hirtz and Nichols 

to model breaking waves, using the k- E t urbulence model. Higher accuracy in the 

prediction of the urface elevations may be achieved using more complex methods. 

1 wogu developed a finit e volume method to discretize t he Bous iuesq methods for au 

unstructured grid. vValkley (1999b) and Sorensen and Schaffer (2002) both developed 

finite element methods for the Bou sinesq equations. The fini te element equations 

allow for an unstructured grid to represent the domain. Grilli and J. Skourup (19 9) 

implemented a Boussinesq model using a boundary element method .• wogu coupled 

his Boussinesq method with a panel method to simulate waves generated by high speed 

vessels. Turbulence modelling for extremely shallow water regions in which viscosity 

becomes a . ignificant influence on the evolution of the wave may be modelled using 

RANS, LES, D S, and other turbulence models. 

5.2 Other Improvements 

Nwogu's derivation was used over other highly accurate models, such as those by 

Bingham Mad. en , Fuhrham, and Schaeffer, as referenced in t he preeceding chapters. 

Kirby took an alternate approach to Iaclsen and added only a few highly nonlinear 
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terms to increase the accuracy of the model, but then focused on hjgh order illspersion 

using Gobbi's model. All of these models still do not fully represent the physical phe

nomenon. Svendsen furthered his own research and combined it with Kirby's research. 

He included vorticity into the Boussinesq equations to describe the rotation of the 

fluid disrupting the region in the front face of the waYe. The path of research defined 

by Svendsen was followed, though the trails left by the other researchers mentioned 

are also significant and should be further investigated. :\owgu ·s model was used due 

to iti:i computR.tional effic.iency, and its flexibility to l)f' incorporated into other models. 

The results have shown that the Boussinesq model is an excellent choice for modelling 

dispersive long waves, such as those travelling in shallow water, or extremely large 

waves like tsunamis. The given method could be extended with the previous recom

mendations to give highly accurate waveforms in extremely shallow regions as well as 

in deep water. 



Appendix A 

Full Nonlinearity 

vYei and Kirby (1995) and Schaffer. 1Iadscn. and Deigaard (1993) derived fully non-

linear Boussinesq equations for variable d pth. The weakly nonlinear equations over 

predict the amplitude dispersion. The high nonlinearity of shoaling waves requires 

equations that retain higher order nonlinear terms. Wei and Kirby derived the fully 

nonlinear momentum equation in terms of the velocity at an arbitrary depth. 

Th+\lF=O 

vVhere F i the depth integrated volume flux. 

The higher nonlinear terms are integrated into the the free surface equation. 
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The correlating dispersive terms a re added to the momentum Equation. 

U t + U · \7u + g\7 fJ + \lj + V2 = 0 

Where V1 and ~ are the dispert>ivc term ·. 



Appendix B 

Surf Zone 

B.l Surf Zone 

As a wave breaks, it enters the surf zone region. In this region, the physical process 

is drastically different than the effects of shoaling. though shoaling determines the 

initial wave velocity and setup as it enters the region, so the accurate prediction of 

shoaling significantly affects the breaking process. vVave breaking is difficult to model 

due to the discontinuity in the free surface elevation. As a wave propagates toward 

the shore, the wave height increases as the front of the wave steepens. Eventually, 

the extreme stcepnes · of the wave causes it to break and collapse. The wave height 

decrease ·, and the wave energy dissipates into the nearshore circulation. 

B .l.l Artificial D issipation 

I\'nmerical dissipaJiou is nsc~d to mock] the <'ti'<'d of waw bn~aking. An <'<lcly viscosity 

term is added to the momentum equation. The mixing length and velocity scale are 

used to predict the turbulent kinetic energy for the front face of the wave where the 

wave properties have met the breaking criteria. Zelt (1991) propo ed an eddy viscosity 
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formula with a transport equation to model the turbulent kinetic energy. Empirical 

values are used to evaluate the dissipation terms for the mixing length and breaking 

point. The added terms to the momentum represent energy dissipation. 

Where v is the eddy viscosity, B is the breaking point coefficient , 6 i::; the mixing 

length. 

1 if v . u < 2'/l* 
- X 

B = if 2u* < V · u < u* 
.T - .7: 

if V · u > u; 

u* = -0.3 (ff_ 
T v h 

Artificial dissipation does not represent the actual physics of the ·wave transformation. 

It produce highly accurate results for specific wave breaking situations. but without 

the inclusion of vorticity, the generation of the energy required to induce wave breaking 

is not well represented. 

B.1.2 Vorticity 

Schaffer, Iadsen, and Deigaard (1993) developed the concept of the surface roller due 

to the increase in flux in the roller region. Svendsen and Veeramony (1996) proposed 
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a phy1:>ical vorticity model for the breaking of waves in the surf zone. The vorticity 

transport equation is depth integrated and solved numerically or analytically. The 

velocity variable is decomposed into two separate variable1:> to account for both the 

pot<'ltl ial and rotatioual finid flow. DissipatiY<' a11d cmtvectivc· tenus an· added tot IH· 

momentum equation to model the vorticity. The vorticity lli generated beneath the 

toe of the roller. 

u,. = jz wdz + O(J.l?) 
- h 

The transport equation is solved using surface and bottom boundary conditions. 

w( - h) = 0 

Where W e is the vorticity taken at the toe of the roller. 

B.2 Swash Zone 

The boundary location of the shoreline changes continuously a1:> waves crash upon the 

beach. Bottom friction becomes significant in the wash zone due to the shallow water 

depth. 
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B.3 Wave Runup 

The runup of waves along the shore is determined by computational cells, where 

dry cells arc assumed to be porous regions. After the volume averaged velocities 

and elevation exceeds a threshold, the cell is treated as a wet cell in the following 

computation. When the free surface elevation drops below the threshold , the cell 

is assumed to be dry and porous region for the next time step. J( is the friction 

coefficient proportional to the bottom roughness and the velocity profile. 

The shoreline boundary is divided into wet and dry computational cells to allow for 

the variation in the shoreline. A singularity exists at zero total water depth, so a 

minimum water thickness is used for dry cells. The bottom friction and gravitational 

force causes the minimal amount of water to remain stationary. 

B.3.1 Viscous Dampening of Solitary Waves 

The effect of shear tress at the bottom boundary may be added to the depth inte-

grated conservation of momentum equation (Mei 1989) . 

ory + o[(h + ry)u] = 0 
&t a~c 



Appendix C 

Wave Generation 

C.l Incident Waves 

'vVave generation is performed inside of the domain. A source term included in t he 

cont inuity equation generates the waves internally. A Gaussian shape function and a 

magnitude of the source function dependent on time are used. The analytical solution 

for the magnitude of the source function is determined by Green·s function. f3 is the 

shape codhcicut. awl I is ~tu iutc~gral constant. 

f(x , y, t) = D exp [-f3(x - X 8 )
2

] sin ()..y - wt) 

1= ~ z2 
I = - oo exp ( - B:r2) exp ( - ilx)dx = y /3 exp - 413 

80 
/3= 62£2 where ).. = k sin e and l = k cos e 
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Appendix D 

Absorbing Boundary 

A sponge layer may be used as an absorbing boundary condition to dampen the wave 

energy for a wide raJ1ge of frequencies and directions. The wave should propagate 

out of the domain without any reflection from the outgoing boundary. The wave 

energy is absorbed through dampening terms added to the momentum equations. 

The dampening layer width is proportional to the wavelength. The magnitude of 

dissipation by artificial sponge layers can be defined by spatial functions. 

Linear friction (or Newtonian coohng) and linear viscosity are represented by w 1 and 

w2 • respectively. The third term, w3 , is a sponge filter that predicts the effect of 

radiation on linear friction. These values are set to zero when no energ·y dissipation 

it> needed. The sponge layer function is used to determine the contribution for each 

term. 

w, = { 

Ci exp [(.rp)N - 1] 
exp(l) - 1 

0 
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forxs < x < XL 

forO < x < xs 



\¥here ci is a constant and X p is the coordinat e. 

~c - xs 
X = 
. P X L - Xs 
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The open boundary may b e further improved numerically by using a different form 

of absorbing boundary. A perfectly matched layer (Pl\IL) permits all incident waves 

to be completely ab orbed so there is no reflection back into the domain. 
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